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Former Fultonian, Louisville-Fulton
Richard Boaz Dies Express Line Okayed
Of Heart Attack
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FHS QUEEN CANDIDATES: (1 to r): Judy Moore,
Nancy Holland, Susan McDaniel and Martha Herring
(See story)
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Judy Moore Named FHS Homecoming Queen;
Festivities, Parade, Will Be Friday Nite
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Miss Judy moore, a freshman
at Fulton High School, has been
chosen Homecoming Queen and
will be crowned Friday night in
• special ceremonies before the
Fulton-Dresden game at Memorial Stadium.
Queen Judy's attendants will
consist of the other candidates
from the other classes at FHS:
Susan McDaniel, (senior); Nancy
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Note Book
As I sit here at this typewriter
today I want you to know that
I hardly have the strength to
hit the keys. As a matter of fact
Tye never known a time when
the touch system of typewritng
has come in more handy . . . I
can't even see the keYs, my
energy supply is be low.
I'm on a diet. And as I ponder
the debility I suffer today I
realize I have lots of company.
Tin told that nearly everybody
in America is dieting for sense
reason or another, The ladles in
Washington. D C are especially
suffering with me this week as
they live by the tape measure
and the bathroom scale to be fit
for a queen . . . and to fit into
their clothes when Queen Elizabeth arrives in the Nation's Capital next week.
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Don't get me wrong. I'm not
on a diet because I have any
hopes of seeing a queen. I'm just
dieting because somehow it seems
the thing to do. When it gets to
the point where you get with
a group of women and the entire topic of conversation is always diet, diet, diet . . . the only
thing to do is diet so you can
have something to talk about.
Monday morning of this week
I decided to go all out. I intend
to go everybody else who's dieting one better. Instead of going
on a 1000-calorie-a-day diet, Fm
on a 700-calorie a day diet. I
saw the 700-calorie mess in a
health magazine and I figure if
a health magazine suggests such
starvation and still expect survivors, then its good enough for
me.

Now on a 700-calorie diet you
are permitted to eat all kinds of
delicious weeds, bird-seed, and
the tope from radishes. That's not
all. You can drink all the diluted
water you want to and fried ice
with no salt.
The first few days of a diet,
actually are the easiest. I know
go on enough of them. Its determination and will power that
motivates your eating habits. Its
also an economy matter. When
I go to the closet and try to put
on a skirt I wore last year and
even Paul and both kids can't
pull the zipper together, then its
time to get new clothes, diet or
go into the lard business. I decided to diet. -

1

In the first place I'm not fit
to live with I'm so irascible.
Hunger pains have caused more
fits of temper than the rabies.
The staff at the radio station has
used 500 memo pads writing me
notes about business matters so
they won't have to talk with me.
When a telephone call comes in
for me they throw rocks on my
office window to get my attention . . . they wouldn't dare use
the buzzer system, because they
think that thundering noise of
the buzzer would catapult me out
of the window.
(Continued on page 5)

Holland, (junior); and Martha
Herring, (sophomore).
The big homecoming parade
will form Friday evening at 6:30
p. m. at the Siegel factory, proceed down Fourth to Lake Street,
down the full length of Lake
Street, turn up Carr to the Methodist Church and then out Second
Street to the stadium.
Queen Judy will be crowned
about 7:15 p. m. Game time is
7:30 p. m. She is the daughter
of Mrs. L. K. Moore and the late
Mr., Moore.

Arthur Ramos Given
Science Study Grant
At Murray State
Arthur Ramos, South Fulton
teacher, is one of fifteen teachers
of science at high schools and
ninior high schools in this area
who have received allotments to
study science at an in-service institute at Murray State College
this year. The teachers will receive instruction in biology and
chemistry.
The National Science foundation is assuming all costs for college fees, plus travel expenses.
The work in the fall semester
will be a three-hour course in
advanced inorganic chemistry,
which will be taught by Dr. Pete
Panzer*. Second semester the
teacher-students will take an advanced biology course, thus receiving six credit hours toward
a istastar's degree.
Other nearby teachers pertice.
patine in the institute this fall
include Harold T. Conner. Martin, Tenn.; Edward
Oakley.
Wingo; John Neese and Raymond
Keeny, Martin, Tenn.

Mrs. Bonnie Reed
Critically Hurt
In Cycle Smashup
Two persons were injured, one
critically, when a 1957 model
BSA motorcycle on which they
were riding failed to make a
curve on Highway 51 about a
mile north of Troy and crashed
into an embankment about 3:10
p. m. Monday.
The injured were: Mrs. Bonnie
IChunes Reed, 23, of 417 Maple
street, Fulton, Ky., a passenger,
and the driver, her husband, Harold Reed. 30, a construction
equipment operator, who was enroute io work on the Mississippi
river levee southwest of Tiptonville.
Mrs. Reed received a concussion of the brain, a fracture of
both sides of the lower jaw,
fracture of the pevis and the
spine, and a fracture of the right
femur. Her condition is consider
ed "extremely critical." She is
a patient in the Baptist hospital
in.Memphis.
_Mr. Reed received •fracture of
the- coccyx of the sacrum, the
'direst bonein the spine. He was
givZ'n emergency treatment at
the Obion County General hospital and released.
Mrs. Reed, after receiving
(Continued on Page Eight)

Retired Commander
In Navy Stricken
On Way To Office
Fulton was saddened on Wednesday of this week when it
learned of the untimely death
of retired Naval Commander
Richard McFall Boaz. Commander Boaz died on Tuesday in Lafayette, California where he and
his family had made their home
since July of this year. He was
52.
Commander Boss's sister in
Fulton, Mrs. Louie Bard, was
notified that the former Fulton
resident died as a result of a
heart attack while driving his
car. Reports reaching Fulton indicated that Commander Boaz
was en route to his position as
manager of an Industrial plant
when the attack occurred. A
highway patrolman noticed the
Boaz car weaving on the road. It
later crashed into a telephone
pole. Investigation revealed that
Commander Boaz had died instantly of a heart attack. He was
the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Boaz of FultonA graduate of Fulton High
School Commander Boaz was
commissioned an officer from the
United States Naval Academy in
Annapolis. Following his retirement from the Navy he made his
home in Rockford, Illinois before
moving to California.
Funeral services will be held
in California. Commander Boaz
is survived by his wife, Kitty,
a son. George, who is in the
Air Force, a son, David, a student Of Stanford University, a
daughter, Anne, and his sister,
Mrs. Bard of Fulton.

Cayce Youth Loses
Leg In Accident
The condition of Marshall Barham, 12-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Barham of Cayce,
Ky • injured in a shooting accident, was reported good this
week at the Baptist hospital in
Memphis.
A gunshot wound necessitated
amputation of the boy's left leg
below the knee last week, it was
reported.
An accident report stated that
Marshall had loaded his father's
shotgun unknown to his older
brother, Charles. When Charles
took the gun away from Marshall,
it discharged, shooting the younger boy in the leg
He was taken to the Fulton
hospital and then transferred to
Memphis.

Martin Will Honor
Dr. Brandon Nov. 10
Sunday, Nov. 10, has been set
aside to honor a Martin physician who is now in his 50th year
of serving mankind.
Dr. R.. W. Brandon, Sr., who
came to Martin in 1926 from Lefayette, Ky., will be honored in
ceremonies at the UTIVIB gymnasium on that afternoon.
Governor Frank Clement, invited to speak during the afternoon, has accepted.
Local chairmen for the event
are Wilbur Vaughan and Frank
Prins. Jr. Included on the program will be re-enactments of
outstanding events in the doctor's lie.
, Dr. Brandon, who with his son.
Dr. Robert Brandon, Jr.. owns
and operates the Weakley County
hospital.

Frazier Leads Entire WKC in Scoring;
Five-Week Summary Is Just Released
Harold Frazier, 158-pound halfback of the Fultoo Bulldogs, is
leading the entire West Kentucky
Conference this week in sensing.
At the end of six weeks' conference play, Frazier has a total
of 60 points.
Frazier, a senior, has accumulated his point total on 10 touchdown runs, tabbing two TD's in
each of the Bulldogs' five games
this season.
Frazier had his longest touchdown run against Ridgely (Tenn.)
—a 96-yard gallop. His shortest
TD run was from two-yards oUt.
The Fulton backfield star scored
only two touchdowns last season
as he tabbed one in the season
opener against Sharon and scor-

ed in the final game against South
Fulton.
Bennie Cavender of Mayfield,
a converted halfback, is a close
second in the scoring with 56
points. Cavender has Accumulated his point total on nine touchdowns and two extra points.
Another Fulton team-mate---half-back Robert Bone—is third
in the conference scoring race.
Bone has accounted for 44 points.
Charlie Forrest, sophomore quarterback, ranks 14th in the field
with 26 points.
Fulton continues to lead the
league on offense. The Bulldogs
have accumulated 175 points —
35 points per game — in rolling
up its five straight wins.

The Railway Express Agency,
New York is now operating a
motor truck line Irma Louisville
to Fulton.
The regular route common carrier truck certificate was granted to supplement service rendered by discontinued Illinois Central trains Nos. 103 and 104.
The freight line is being routed from Louisville south over
U. S. 31-W to junctioo of U. S.
62 at Paducah, thence over U. S.
45 to Fulton and return.
Other than destination points
service is available to Fort Knox,
Cecelia, Leitchfield, Beaver Dam,
Central City, Greenville, Nortonville, Dawson Springs, Princeton,
Kuttawa, Calvert City, Paducah,
Viola, Mayfield
and
Water
Valley.

Bulldogs, Red Devils Win Another Pair
Of Games And Maintain Spotless Records
Purchase PCA Will
Meet At Cayce Nov. 1
The 24th Annual meeting of
the Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association will be held
at Cayce School, Friday night,
November 1 at 7:30 p. m.
A door prize meeting has been
planned with refreshments to be
servel after the meeting.
All members of the Association
will be mailed an official notice
of the meeting. Any interested
farmer is invited.

Taking their cues from 'ol man
river just a few miles away, the
football teams of Fulton and
South Fulton high schools just
kept "rolling along" last weekend, racking up another win
apiece and maintaining undefeated records for the current season.
The remarkable performances
that both teams are turning in
weekly have already started the
old kettle whistling in the outcome of the annual meeting of
the two teams here on November
1. Many close followers have
estimated that both may go into
battle that night with undefeated
records for the season, if each
keeps up the heads-up hustling
exhibited so fat.
Already it looks like it's going
to be a mighty fine game, and

Fulton Citizens To Vote
Die, 7 Hurt In
On Change Of Government;4Bardwell
Crash
Issue On November Ballot
The City of Fulton may operate under a different
form of government in the future if Fulton voters ask
for the change in November.
Appearing on the ballot in the general election on
November will be a proposition to change the present
form of government, (Mayor and Council) to the City
Manager form of government (City Manager and four
Commissioners).
The proposition will be placed
on the ballo,t since local citizens
have met the requirements of
KRS 89.410, which required that
at least 20% of Fulton voters sign
a petition designating their wishes
to have the present form of government changed.. The petition
has been in circulation for the
past several months and the required number of vet," signatures have been weaned to order
that the proposition may be placed on the ballot.
In November all qualified voters of the City of Fulton may
vote whether or not they wish

Parents, Teachers
Conference Underway
The 29th Annual Fall Conference of Ky. Congress of Parents
and Teachers is being held at
West Fulton School, Fulton, Ky.
Oct. 10th (today). Mrs. W. L.
Bennett, Jr. president of the First
District will preside.
Mrs. Raymond Belton, President of Ky. State P. T. A. will
address the group.
Workshops will be conducted
in the afternoon by the District
Chairmen.

Annual Meeting, Election
Will Be Her Friday Night
The annual meeting of the
Twin Cities Industrial Development Corporation will be held
Friday night, October 11, 1957, at
7:30 p. m., at the Woman's Club
Building.
Atte purpose of the meeting is
to elect new officers for the coming year, and any other business
that may be brought up.

to change the present form of
government to the City Manager
form of Government.
On the ballot will appear this
question:
"Are you in favor of the organization and government of the
City of Fulton under the city
manager form of government."
Fulton Citizens will be asked to
vote "Yes" or "No".
If a issa.a.rity.ne,
yotars
vote "yes" on the city manager
issue, the new Mayor and City
Council, which goes into office
in January will be directed to
hire a city manager under the
terms of the law.
The six members of the present
City Council will fill out their
terms of office (two years) but
at the next regular election to be
held tit 1959, only four members
will be elected and they will be
called commissioners. The Mayor
will fill out his full four-year
term.
According to information told
to a News reporter a City Manager ,when hired by the Mayor
and Council, is termed a city
official. His duties are to administer all fiscal and other affairs
of the city according to policies
set forth by the elected city officials. His responsibilities are
similar to those of a general manager of a private business enterprise.
He is hired by the elected officials, usually under contract, and
(Continued on Page Eight)
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OPENING POSTPONED
A scheduled "open house" at
Fulton's new Hillview Hospital
has been postponed from this
coming Sunday afternoon to a
later date, because some of the
equipment has not yet arrived.

Egg Prices Expected To Be Higher In Next
12 Months; Early Start Urged For '58 Chicks
Egg prices in the next 12
months are expected to be higher
than those of the preceding similar period, the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station economics department said today in
its bi-weekly outlook letter.
Outlook for broilers is that
prices may weaken sightly this
fall but are expected to strengthen some in early winter.
Buel Lanpher, economist, said
there was a 19 percent cutback
this year in laying-flock chickens
raised for replacement; and that
potential laying flocks (old hens
plus pullets) was down 6 percent
on Sept. 1, from a year ago. Old
hens thus will make up a larger
percentage of laying flocks this
year.
Prices may average 4 to 6 cents
higher in the year ahead, he noted. The increase is expected to
grow wider until late spring of
1958, although current egg production is close to last year's
levels. But, by Jan. 1, 1958, egg
production per person may be
down 6 to 7 percent, laying
flocks probably will be about 4
to 5 percent lower than a year

Number Forty-One

A head-on crash of two automobiles last Saturday morning near
Bardwell has claimed four lives
and injured the remaining seven
occupants of the cars.
Killed were: Charles Herbert
Gale, 65, a former Obion County
farmer who lived at Walnut Log
until moving to Wyatt, Mo., in
August 1956, driver of one of the
cars; three-year-old James Monroe Anyans, son of Mrs. 011ie A.
Anyans of Ripley, Tenn.; Mrs.
Anyans, 27; and her father, Alvin
M. Sanders, 51, Ripley farmer.
Mr. Gale and the child were
killed instantly. Mrs. Anyans and
Mr. Sanders died after the accident at a Cairo, m., hospitaL
Five other members of the family riding in the Sanders car were
slightly injured: Marvin Sanders.
21, the driver, and four of MIL
Anywise' children, Patsy Nell Holland, Desald Wayne 'Rolland;
Nathan Holland, Jr. and Danny
Rae Holland. They were hospitalized at St. Mary's hospital in
Cairo.
Mr. Gale, who attended college
at Marble Hill, Me., was a farmer
and a Baptist minister. He was
born Feb. 2, 1892, near Hickman.
Ky., but lived most of his lie in
Obion county, living near Walnut
Log as a farmer.
Gale was driving alone; the remaining ten persons were in the
other car.

Thursday Wrestling
Features Tag Match
The South Fulton Booster Club
and promoter Phillip Golden have
arranged for Thursday night,
October 10th at the Old High
School Gym in South Fulton a
four man tag team match as the
main event.
The four matmen, well known
in wrestling circles, will include
Moody Palmer and Rough-House
Nelson as partners going against
Jack Dunnaviint and Phil Melby
in a two out of three fall affair
with one hour time limit.
Melby and Nelson are newcomers to the local ring while Palmer
and Dunnavant appeared here
last week in a rough and tumble
affair that went the three full
falls. Palmer took the first and
third falls and emerged victorous
in the match. Two single fall
matches have also been carded
for the Thrsday n.ght fracas.
The Promoter and sponsors are
putting forth every effort to book
and bring to the South Fulton
ring, tops in talent, for the world
wide sport of wrestling. Bell time
is 8:15 p. m. and tickets may be
purchased at the door the night
of the event.

a number of grads now away al
college have circled that date on
the calendar as the proper time
to get home for the weekend and
lend a hand with the rooting.
In a powerful display of ability
here last Friday night, the South
Fulton Red Devils poured it on
hapless Alamo, 34-0, scoring three
touchdirns in the first quarter
and leading 28-0 at the half, to
thrill a homecoming audience.
The Red Devils now have won
four games, tied one, lost none.
South Fulton will travel to
Martin this Friday to test their
skill against the Panthers, previously trounced by the-Bulldogs
of Fulton, 33-7.
The Fulton Bulldogs, facing
probably their stiffest test of the
season last Friday night against
Murray, came through with flying colors to take the measure
of the Tigers, 31-20 in a thrilling
game on the Tigers' home field. A
strong following of home rooters made the trip and watched
the fighting Dogs score the first
touchdown, then lose their lead,
7-14, then make it 13-14, then
again take the lead, 19-14 and
hold it for the rest of the game.
That made it five wins against
no •losses for the Bulldogs for
the season.
Friday night the Bulldogs will
play Dresden at Memorial Stadium hare, with the game broadesti* over WFUL-FIL

Integrate In '58
Says Shelborne
To
Fulton High
in

a hearing at Paducah last
Friday, Federal Judge Roy Shel• I rne entered an order modifying a judgement he had entered
September 10, wheeetivAsteAsieordered immediate integration of
Fulton High School.
In last Friday's modification.
Integration is ordered to begin
with the school year, 1958-59, and
the superintendent and school
board are ordered "to do all
things necessary to be done in
planning a curriculum for the
school year, 1958-59, and all
terms of said school thereafter."
A motion was filed on Sept.
21 by the school board, asking
for the modification on the
grounds that the school term
had already begun and the curriculum could not now be adjusted to take care of the new.
students and a hearing was held
by Judge Shelbourne Thursdayin Paducah.
The hearing was on a motion
by the school authorities to.
modify Judge Shelbourne's judgment of September 10 directing
the Fulton school to admit the
Negro students "at the beginning of the next school term."
At that time the 1957 school
year was already under way.
School Superintendent W. L. HolContinued on Pope Five

Junior Varsity Loses To
Union City Tuesday, 0-18
The Fulton Junior Varsity football team lost to their counterparts of Union City, 0-18 in a
return game played here 'Tuesday evening.
In a previous match earlier
this season, the Fulton J-V lost
to Union City 6-19.

earlier, and rate of lay will be
about the safne — with population up slightly.
IT'S A BOY
Lanpher said "less than usual
Mr. and Mrs James W. Smith
culling of old hens may be proof Fulton are the proud parents
fitable for many Kentucky proof a seven pound, 14 ounce baby
ducers" this year. Feed costs in
boy, born at 8:25 a. m., Oct. 2,
the year ahead probably will be
at Jones Hospital.
about the same as last year's.
*Harting next year's chicks in
December or January should be
considered, too, he noted; higher
winter prices will stimulate chicken raising next year and earlystarted chicks will take best advantage of whatever seasonal rise
Youthful FFA and 4-H repres- pion and reserve champion, reoccurs in the fall of 1958.
entatives from Fulton County spectively, of the Shorthorn
topped the Shorthorn division of breed. David Moss, Cayce, placed
NO SCHOOL FRIDAY
the Purchase District fat calf third. In the heavy Shorthorn
There will be no school in the show and sale October 7 at Mur- placing,, J. B. Parker and Sheila
Fulton city schools Friday, since ray, and also won honors in other Moss, both Fulton 4-H members,
local teachers will be attending divisions last Monday.
placed second and third respecthe First District educational
County Agent John Watts, com- tively.
association meeting in Murray.
menting on the showing of the
In the Hereford division,
Fulton County boys, stated that
Charles
Mikel, Western, placed
STREET DANCE
"although we did not place quite
The Fulton City Council has as high this year as last, we still second and was also the reserve
granted permission to the Jaycees showed some awfully good calves, breed champion and Carey Isbell
placed third.
here to hold a street dance on and were well pleased".
Main Street on Halloween night,' Bobby Sanger and Bobby
In the light Angus division
with the street roped off between Shutt, both Fulton County FM Philip Mayfield, Cayce, won both
the Coffee Shop and the city hall members, had the grand cham- third and fourth places.

Fulton County 4-H and FFA Members
Win Fat Calf Honors At District Show

Bored Women: "The Housewife's Danger Age"
Beauty parlors bulging with bored
women, stores crowded with women
shopping as a hobby rather than as a
necessity. . .
That is the picture painted of "too
many" of America's 20,000,000 women past 35 in an editorial entitled
"The Housewife's-Danger Age," by J.
DeWitt Fox, M. D., in the October
issue of "Life and Health," a national
health journal published in Washington, D. C.
"There are countless women in the
U. S. today who are in the prime of
life, yet bored to tears with their lot,"
says the medical editor;"women who
enjoy the luxuries of life .. . ; women
who have beautiful children, nice
clothes, weekly appointments with
the hairdresser, and evenings out
with their husbands.
"Each of them will tell you,'These
are not the things I long for and
need. The more time a housewife has,
the more bored she becomes. The
easier her life physically, the more
dangerous it becomes emotionally."
The _ average 35-year-old-or-over
housewife looks back on a life of
struggle, work, and real effort to
train her children for life, Editor Fox
says. "She recalls the pains of childbirth and the hours of diapering, formula making, washing, cleaning,
skimping, and nursing sick children.
"As she looks ahead she see a vacuum. She sees hours of loneliness,
nothing to strain every muscile and
nerve, as in her former years. Her
husband's interests are not hers, her
children are growing away from her.
"To combat boredom, many of
these women are running up blind
alleys in an effort to find satisfaction
and happiness. . .
"Down the street at the corner
drugstore you will find spiritless woSERMONETTE OF THE WEEK
By George Hamilton III,
attorney, Washington, D. C.
Last Spring's decisionIn the "under
God" case is proof that the struggle
for freedom never ends, and that true
liberty is still hard won.
ON JUNE 4, 1954, Congress added
the phrase "under God' to our pledge
of alegiance to the flag so that it now
reads:
"I pledge allegiance to the flag of
the United States of America and to
the Republic for which it stands, one
nation UNDER GOD, indivisible,
with liberty and justice for all."
HOUSE OF Representatives Report No. 1693 gave the reason for the
addition: "At this moment of our history. . . our American Government
and the American way of life are
under attack by a system whose philosophy is at direct odds with our
own."
The Commissioner of Education in
New York then recommended that
the state's public schools include the
words "under God' in the pledge of
allegiance. But in November, 1956,
Joseph Lewis and Alfred Klein of
New York brought a suit to have the
words "under God" struck from the
pledge.
THEY CLAIMED that the insertion of the phrase referring to God
violated their constitutional rights —
that free-thinkers, non-believers, and
atheists could not be compelled to recite such a pledge.
But on February 23, 1957, Justice
Isadore Bookstein of the New York
Supreme Court upheld the words
"under God" in our pledge of allegiance. His opinion speaks well of our
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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Fulton, Kentucky
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men sitting at the counter sipping
sodas, drinking coffee, and eating
pastries. Other wives with more time
than interest in life join bridge and
tea clubs. Unfortunately, many are
losing their girlish figures eating too
much simply from dullness of life.
"What is the answer to the boredom that is driving millions of American women to their doctors, pastors,
and psychiatrists" asks Dr. Fox.
"Too often the women of 35 feels
that she has fulfilled her function in
life. She has borne her children, made
her home. What is left for her? 'Nothing,' she says to herself
She is wrong. She has a truly
bright future if she will but gasp it."
She has time now to devote to outside interests, Fox says. She can run
a little business of her own, work
part time; take up a hobby, attend
lectures, join clubs, take a college
course, give her time to a church project.
"One cure for boredom is work,"
the editor declares. "Not work for the
sake of activity alone,'but work in
which you are interested, something
you can throw your whole personality into. . Go after it with enthusiasm and whole-hearted interest, and
boredom will evaporate. . . .
"Let no women feel that she is not
wanted, needed, and admired at an
age she is most attractive," says Dr.
Fox. "Woman was born to love and
be loved. She cannot long exist without love. Now that her love for children and home has been given, it is
time she gave her love to the outside
world—her friends, her neighbors,
the sick, the community.
"Once the bored housewife gets
this vision she will no longer be bored but will be busy as a beaver bettering her own life and the lives of
id.
others."

religious heritage.
"IF I properly apprehend the intent, design and purpose of the First
Amendment(`Congress shall make no
law respecting an establisbing of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof . . . ') it was conceived
to prevent and prohibit the establishment of a STATE RELIGION; it was
intended to prevent or prohibit the
growth and development of a RELIGIOUS STATE."
"The Declaration of Independence
refers to 'the Supreme Judge of the
world,' and 'the protection of Divine
Providence.' Lincoln, at Gettysburg,
spoke of 'this nation, under God.'
Even the preamble to the New York
Constitution expresses gratitude `to
Almighty God for our Freedom.' Indeed, the presidential oath of office
concludes,'So Help Me, God.' By Act
of Congress, our coins are inscribed,
'In God we trust.'"
Since 1776 we have been a nation
"under God." Faith in God, the God
of the Old and New Testament, and
faith in freemen as His responsible
creatures have inspired our heroes
and history from the earliest days of
the Nation. Our recognition that we
are a nation "under God' is our only
guarantee of true liberty and freedom.
"CHOOSING THE BEST"
Of two things fate cannot rob us;
namely, of choosing the best, and of
helping others thus to choose.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Choose always the way that seems
best, however rough it may be; custom will soon render it easy and
agreeable.
—Pythagoras
The best portion of a good man's
life is his little, nameless, unremembered acts of kindness and love.
—Wordsworth
One that desires to excel should endeavor it in those things that are
themselves most excellent.
—Epictetus
The measure of choosing well, is,
whether a man likes and finds good
in what he has chosen.
—Lamb

STRICTLY BUSINESS

McAlister, Holland In
School At Greenville

by hirfeadisos

Two students from Fulton, Ky.
have enrolled in the freshman
class at North Greenville Junior
College, according to Registrar
Harold Syfrett.
They are Ronald D. McAlister,
son of Mrs. Byron Mc.Alistar of
409 Carr St., and David Ward
Holland, son of Mr. and Mrs
Bill Holland of 311 Thedford St.

411.

Oct 11: Smith Atkins, Mrs
Charles Burrow, John A. Bowers;
Oct. 12: Mrs. Robert Hodges, Mrs.
John Matthews, Glynn Rice, Mrs.
John Farabough, Malcolm Bell,
John Cavender; Oct. 13: Claudette
Owens, oe Hall, Mrs. Joe Hall, First Polio Case
Rose Hyland, R. E. Sanford, Patsy In Area Noted
Grooms, Bobby oe Maynard; Oct. Obion county's tirst case of
14: Martha Sue (Holland) Cash, polio in two years has been tenMrs. R. K. Watch, Robert Gra- tatively diagnose& it was di.ham, Mrs. Brown Mots, Mrs. Van- ckeed Monday.
ford Smiley; Oct. 15: Patrick HyThe victim is Roger Dale Sheland, Donne Lee Hudson, Kate ron, 31.4-year-old son of Mr ano
16:
Miller, Mrs. T. C. Davis; Oct.
Mrs Carlee Sharon of the Lanes
Sonny Underwood, Charles Ferry conununity south of 'aPowell, Ellis Heathcott, Trevor bridge
Whayne, Jerry Atkins, Guy Fry;
Oct. 171 Sue Ellen Pharie, Sandra All This—A'4 Telephones. Too
Camp. Roper Fields. Jim Burton.
Edgar Grissom, Mifhael Calliham. Italy Is installing "cabins" at
Dessie Abbott, A. J. Lowe, Mrs. various locaUorui equipped with a
Lynn Taylor, Susan McDade, Mrs. Public telephone, stamp and postEdgar Chandler. Artie Marie card vending machine, a device
Bondurant, Patricia Hood, Mrs. for weighing and registering correspondence, and • mail-bon.
Grover Dallas.
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TURNING BACK THE CLOCK —
FROM THE FILM:—

October S, 1931
The wedding of much interest
to their many friends in Fulton
is that of Miss Ailene Westbrooks
to Mr. William Henery Edwards
which was quietly solemnized
Saturday night about ten o'clock
at the home of the groom's parents. The Rev. R M. Mathis read
the impressive single ring ceremony in the presence of only immediate families and a few
friends. The only attendants were
Miss Irene Bowers and Roy Edwards, brother of the groom.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Cohn announce the birth of a son, born
last week, mother and baby are
doing nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. Gusie Rhodes announce the birth of a daughter,
Wanda Sue, born Sunday night,
October 3.
Paul Dublin. a student of the
University %Isf Ky., spent last
week-end in Fulton with his parents.
Mrs. Harvey Boaz returned to
her home here last weekend after
spending several days in Memphis.
Mrs John T. Price left Fulton
Friday morning for Tuscon, Ariz.
where she is visiting her brother,
D. M. Bruce and Mrs. Bruce.
Miss Martha Moore, who is at-

Kentucky

tending the University of Kentucky, in Lexington. Ky. spent
last week-end with her parents,
Mr and Mrs. Hoyt Moore.
James Wiseman of Memphis
spent last weekend in Fulton at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Ehlwards and family on College
street.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E.. Byars announces the marriage of their
daughter, Rnbye, to Mr. Marvin
Nelms, of Paducah. The ceremony
was quietly performed Sunday,
October 3, by Esq. S. A. McDade
at his home on East State Line
before Mr. and Mrs. Paul Conner
and John Sullinger all of Paducah. and Miss Elizabeth Allen of
Fulton.
Miss Dolly Curtin of Hickman
spent last week-end in Fulton,
the house guest of her cousin,
Miss Betty Ann Reed on Park
Avenue.
Miss Violet Barnes left Fulton
last week-end for Detroit, where
she will spent about two weeks.
Joe Beadles, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Beadles of Fulton and
a freshman at Abilene Christian
College. Abilene, Texas, is one
of the three students to receive
the highest number of votes out
of thirty-four nominees for the
freshman class presidency.

IT:inside poop this week has
it figured that us Fulton countians stand, to have a next-doorneighbor governor before it comes
time to elect one.
Last Spring the stalwart State
Democrats sat on their uh-huh
and let two Republican Senators
get, elected, with the beaming approval of Ike who needed two
Republican senators, and promised to return the favor.
Happy, who was elected by the
big vote of Harry Lee, has cultivated Ike carefully since that
time, agreeing with all of his
speeches, shaking hands with
him at the airports, touring the
country continuously trying to
build up some personal prestige
for a coming ambassadorial appointment which Ike has been
carrying around, says the "inside
poop".
In order to hedge a little in
case Ike didn't come through.

• NEW HOPE NEWS
Mrs. Ebner Walstaa •
Mr. Claude Sams Is visiting relatives in Henrietta, Oklahorna.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston
visited Mr. and Mrs. Willie McClanaham Tueday evening.
Mrs. John Inman, Mrs. Ruben
Inman and daughter visited Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Phillips Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Latta visited Mr. and Mrs. Lester Barber
in Martin, Term. Saturday night.
Mrs. Nanie Mae Brock, Mr.
Charles Tyner of Sharon. Tenn.
visited Miss Elsie Gwynn Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Ruthie Moore Crutchfield,
Ky. spent several days last week
with her daughter, Mrs. Carl
Phillips and Mr. Phillips.

in Reddy's
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Stock - up NOW!
Fill all your needs!
Use this handy coupon!
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Happy heaped so many lucrative
Jobs on Harry Lee that he was
pretty sure 'hat Harry Lee
wouldn't break with him. Fixed
him up a fine tn .e, too. Harry
Lee, a victim of these expendiencies, has behaved admirably_
Money talks louder than the public.
The public won't talk loud until
HMO, and that is two years and
around $100,000 away from now.
This summer Happy went overseas to look a prospective country
over. Evidently liked it okay, and
conveyed word to Ike that anytime now the nomination is forthcoming, he'll resign, turn the
State over to Harry Lee for the
balance of his term and take off
for the middle East.
Harry Lee, given enough time
on his own hook, might mend
enough fences by '60 to make the
grade for Governor himself.
It all figures.
Thursday evening dinner guests
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Porter Lewis were Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Walston and Mr. Ben
Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Haynes
and son, James Willard, visited
their daughter and sister, Lora
Fern at Murray, Ky. Saturday.
Several neighbors of our community met at Reelfoot Lake
Sunday for a fish dinner and
other good eats. Those who enjoyed the dinner were: Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Davis, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Roper, Mr and Mrs. Roy
Howell, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Walston, Mr. and Mrs. Will Massey,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Eskew, Sue
and Joyce Davis, Mary and Martha K. Eskew, Roger Roper and
David HowelL
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$1.42 Value for $1
Two

75-watt bulbs

Two l00-watt bulbs
Two • I SO-wott bulbs
This coupon when signed entitles 'any. residentipl customer receiving electric bills from Kentucky Utilities
Company or Old Dominion Power Company to receive
a 150-watt lamp bulb without charge with the purchase, between October 1 and November 30, 1957, of a
minimum of two 100-watt bulbs, two 75-watt bulbs and
one 150-watt bulb from any cooperating lamp bulb dealer
in territories served by these companies.
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as those taught in
schools, are offered.

Allen Tells Of
Canadian Life
Allen Maloney, a new Senior,
is formerly from our neighboring country Canada. His life there
seems to have been quite interesting
According to Allen, me schools
are much more difficult. Five
years, instead of the customary
four, are required for college
entrance. This fifth year is equivalent to the first year in college.
Approximately the same subjeCts,

our

own

From the FMB "Kernisat' —

Rugby, which is akin to our
football, anti hockey are their
principal sports. Differing from
our own region, basketball is not

Juniors Complete
Magazine Drive

COMMIOn.

The Juniors got off to a good
start Monday, September 15, with
the annual magazine drive. They
chose four team captains. Mary
Ann Bennett and Joe Johnson
were the captains of the Blue
Team. Susan Bushart and Glynn
Ray Bradley were chosen the
captains of the Whites. The quota
was set by the class at one thousand dollars. Each team was to
have five hundred dollars.
On Tuesday, September 16,
$127.10 was brought in. The Blues
took the lead with ninety-six
dollars.
The drive ended on September
30. The Whites reached their
quota with $500.90. The Blues'
total was below their quota with
$356.64. Ward Burnette was high
salesman with $131.80. He received a travel clock as first prize.
Ruth Butts was second with
$64.50. She rereived an Esterbrook pen and pencil set.

The climate is extremely cold
in the winter but rises to the temperature of 80 degrees to 90 degrees in the summer.
Allen, however, has adjusted
quite well to American life. He
is now serving as a member of
the "21 Questions Panel," and is
an active member of the FIlLTON HIGH annual staff.
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Junior High Works
To Build Team
Recent tryouts were held for
the Jr. High football team. Billy
Joe Forest and Coach Thomas
have picked the following as the
Jr. High team: fullback, Bill Burnette; L. halfback, Joe Bennett;
R. halfback, Lynn Newton; quarter-back; Ronny Winston; center,
Mikey Calliham; L. guard, Barry
Bondurant; R. guard, Jim Bushart; L. tackle, Jimmy Cheatham;
R. tackle, Jimmy Green; L. end,
Tommy Bowden; R. end, Don
Burnette and Ladd Stokes. The
subs are Billy Ring, Butch Sandling, Gene' Bell, Larry Hood,
Phillip Putnam. Johnny Covington, Chris Hunter, John Hunter,
Robert Copeland, Phillip Merryman, and Tommy Harwood.
A game was played on September 25 in which Union City
defeated the Junion High team,
9-6. There will be two more
games played in October.

On September 24, 1957, the Annual staff met to select a permanent name for the FULTON HIGH
annual.
After discussing all t,he suggestions submitted by Fulton High
students the staff *elected the
suggestion, "The Gr-r-rowl" submitted by Patsy Fall. Two other
students had submitted the same
name, but Patsy's entry had been
on an earlier date. As a wrize,
Patsy will receive a 1959 annual.
The staff also decided to give
-The Gr-r-rowl" a blue embossed
cover this year. As a special attraction thestaff is trying to provide a stitched annual but the
plans concerning this feature are
not definite.
The 1951-58 annual staff is as
follows: Co-editors, Patsy Grooms
and Anne Fall; Photography
editor, Judy Browning; assistant,
Linda Arrington; Advertising
From the FHS "Kenner —
editor, Barbara Boyd; assistants,
Sue Moore and Diane Wright;
NOTICE
Sports editor, Harold Frazier;
Qualifying tests for the Merit assistant, Allen Maloney; BusiScholarships tests will be given ness Manager, Bud White; assisOctober 22, 1957 at FLTLTON tant Afton Jackson; Snapshot
editor; Gloria Hinton; assistants,
HIGH SCHOOL
Marion Blackstone, Jerry Page,
Sandra Bowen, and Bobby
00 TO CHURCH SUNDAY
Page, Ella Doyle, Melva Gore,
Susan McDaniel, and Nina WorAccurat.
ley.

FALL IS HERE ....
.... and the time for preparing your
fall wardrobe is here, also 1
Why not let us give your fall woolens that "smart" look with our expert
processing. We take great pride in
making you the best groomed couple
In town.
Our employees are individual specialists for each type of garment you
may send to us. Rest assured every
garment will be given our undivided
attention.
Tell or ask our routeman about
special care for special garments. or
spots to be take out.

:6

WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

PARISIAN LAUNDRY

Wain% Cheeks eat lime
Mines et AK Slade ACMas•sly Ropatred at Low Owl

AND DRY CLEANERS

67--

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Telephone 14

bs

wimcammmaseasm.

exactly as seen in SEVENTEEN
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Remember When?
By Roger Pirtle

CRUSH

Bulldogs.
Cullivan said that Toon rieceived a scholarship at MSC because of his great desire to play,
and that certanly has payed off
so far. He was one of thy better
players in the spring game, and
of course, he did a good job in
scoring the game's only T. D.
Saturday.
A reserve halfback for the
Thoroughbreds, Toon is described as basically a defensive man,
but he has convinced the coaches
that he can run the Kell at of'
fensive halfbact
Weighing only 165 pounds, he
is a prime example of that it
doesn't take size to be a college
football player.
Cullivan says that, if Toon concontinues to develop, he could
become a top performer.

ya9t4)€491t 6.9k,

PRETTY SAFE
Scientists discovered that the
Navy-built base in Marie Byrd
Land, Antarctica, sits on ice
7,800 to 9,750 feet thick.

WEDGIES
ARE
TOPS

Two seniors graduated from that
team, Billy Mack Bone and Read
Holland. Bone that year was an
All State End.
The 1948 club won four and
lost five, while the 1949 team had
a winning season. From 1950
through 1955, our boys fought
hard, but each year our losses
were greater than our wins.
In 1955, Fulton found its answer. Coach Charles Thomas was
signed as head football coach and
immediately began a rebuilding
program. And in 1957, we were
rewarded with six wins and suffered only 3 losses.
Now our boyr—about 44 strong
—trained under Coach Thomas's
System, have the experience,'the
stamina, the courage and the
spirit to go all the way undefeated in 1957.

I

The wedgie has earned its well-loved
place—it's so high in style and comfort.
This version by WILLIAMS has smart
moccasin styling. high vamp fringe. In
versatile black leather with black crepe
sole.

DEWEY JOHNSON
AU

types et heavens,

SAVE I GET our
PACK kGE DEAL
•Veveriar everything°

4.99
National Stores Corp.
Lake Street
ONLY

Fulton, Ky.

rnolWe Will
Pay You

you $1 for your first dozen Dixie produced eggs!
This season, feed a Dixie Laying Feed:

'eceive
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bs and
dealer

MAKE
OUR STORE
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
FOR
MCKIE ClOSED..."GOING STEADY'

IMO..

Join the Dixie "GOLDEN EGG" CLUB!
Sell your first dozen Dixie produced eggs to me
for $1.00 and join the Dixie Golden Egg Club.
You'll see the honor roll of members in our
store.
This Offer Expires Nov. 30

Ask for details . or get complete information
in each bag of Dixie Laying Feed.

IKKKIE OPEN —"OPEN 1011 A DATE'

• Dixie laying Food
• Dixie Comptes* toyer
• Mils Egg Food
• Dixie Poultry Concontreto
• Dixie Groio
• Dials Brorocior Food
• Di•ks Poultry kititclor Contentre•
• Dixie Cog. tom
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Fulton's Bobby Toon, in his
first college football contest, provided the winning touchdown in
Murray State College's 7 to 0
victory over Florence State in the
season opener at Murray Last
Saturday
Toon, a freshman at Murray,
scored when he took a pitchout
from reserve quarterback Wade
Harper on a fourth down and
goal to goal situation. He sped
around right end and bulled his
way for crucial yardage in the
key play Of the game.
Murray State's grid coach is
mit new to Toon. Coach Jen
Cullivan was his head mentor
when he starred for the Fulton

422 Lake St.
By winning it first four
games b y decisive margins, nines, Ky.
rheas 411
Fulton's football team has established itself as a definite
threat to go all the way
undefeated. However, our fortunes have not always been such.
We have had to take the bitter
with the sweet.
Let us go back a decade to
catch a glimpse of the past. Nineteen forty-seven was a rebuilding year, for we had graduated
such stars as Billy Joe Forrest,
"Tip" Nelins, Hunter Whitesell,
Paul Boaz, Danny Baird, Jack
Browder, Jerry Lowe, and Aubrey Glasco.
What a team that 1946 group
had! Mayfield beat Paducah that
year and Fulton won from Mayfield 14 to 8. That was one of
our best teams of all time. On
that fall afternoon, with quarterback Billy Joe Forrest throwing
and Bill Mack Bone catching, the
Fulton team completed fourteen
of fifteen passes, and Mayfield
was never able to rally enough
to overcome our lead. This team
won seven, while losing two for
the year.
Dixie Mills Company and we are so sure you'll
Without an outstanding passer
make a good profit on your laying hens this fall,
in 1947, our running attack suffered and consequently we won
when you feed a Dixie Laying Feed, we'll pay
only three out of nine games...
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Toon Stars At
Murray; Saves Game

Polo
$1.00Fr DOZEN

TEEN is.i3E

nd

Patsy Fall Enters
Winning Name
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• WHITE with Coral sole • TAN with Ton sole RED with White sole
• BLACK with White sole • GREY with Grey sole
Fas &At Am* year `tioila stoke! The buckle talk all Mare outwits of
"Sointelta,saw eivii-lealkee...elha. sok low 6. %rids as Sono*! AAA to C.

$6.99

Stop in anytime
meet your friends here
—you're welcome at
all times. Ask to see
and try the latest model CONN instrument
of your choice. No obligation. Ask about
our easy purchase An
with RENTAL privilege.

THIS

WEEK

Save time, money and labor with the Dixie Mill-On-Wheels.
Have your feed ground ON YOUR FARM in less than an hour.
There's no trouble ... no travel with the Dixie Mill-On-Wheels.
Call 808 for an appointment.

DIXIE MOBILE MILLING CO.
East State Line

Phone 808
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Diary of Doin's
By Mary None Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lade every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.

Lacking the real thing in the way of a ruling dynasty,
Americans have a happy faculty for awarding crowns,
and sceptors to pretty girls for every kind of honor from
a football queen to a soy-bean rttler and we love it.
The arrival next week of Queen Elizabeth and Prince
• Phillip from England may have the Nation's Capital
in a dither . . . . but that event pales into nothingness
compared to the excitement that has been caused hereabouts to select a Fulton High School lassie to be
FOOTBALL QUEEN.
Saturday afternoon Mildred
Moore's yard out on the 51 Bypass was overflowing with teenagers and as we passed by we
wondered what all of the commotion was about. And when we
heard several of the gals yell,
"Mary Nelle!" we knew SOMETHING was "in the air." And
we learned that these ILLUSTRIOUS as well as INDUSTRIOUS
'young ladies — assisted by a few
boys — were as busy as beavers
WASHING CARS! A YARD
FULL of them! And WHY? Because they have done everything
imaginable to raise a few dollars
to elect the FOOTBALL QUEEN
for 1957.
Each class is conducting a
money-raising campaign and the
class that is most successful in
this effort will see its candidate

Now ati

q‘. at/e4
Seved
A new miracle
in broadcloth!
VAN HEUSEN.

"VANTAGE"

—all cotton
wash and wear
shirts
that need no
ironing!
That's right! All cotton that you
just wash and we; without ironing. Van Heusen's fabulous new
"Vantage" shirts drip-dry M a
jiffy.... combine perfect convenience with elegant styling. And
Vantage shirts have Van Neusen's
exclusive new Collarite - sewn-in
stays that can't get lost and keep
you neat always! See Vantage today-It's a remarkable advance is
wash 'n' wear at a
rimarkablylew
price!

ONLY $5N

crowned Queen Friday night
when the Fulton High Bulldogs
meet Dresden, Tenn.
It would be impossible to tell
of ALL the mone y-making
schemes these youngsters have
participated in. But to list a few
— the freshmen and juniors made
more than a little money with
a pony ring out by the Derby
Cafe in Highlands last Saturday,
different classes served lunch in
the basement at Fulton Hi one
day. The sophomore, junior and
senior classes sponsored "Assembly Plays" at which time many
students were called upon to
make extemporaneous speeches
— which certainly proved to be
a riot.
One of the most CONSTRUCTIVE projects was a ubiquitous
SHOE-SHINING BRIGADE who
POUNCED upon class members
with a type of SPRAY GUN filled with SHOE polish — and they
tell me that the shine on all the
shoes around there was so LUX
TROUS they had to pull down all
of the stades in the study hall
— to tone down the GLARE!
• Then, on Wednesday — came
the HIGHLIGHT of the whole
campaign — the FOOTBALL
players were AUCTIONED off to
the highest bidder. We predict
that there were more penny
banks and savings accounts depleted than ever before. But it
has been a WONDERFUL week
for everyone at Fulton High and
we are awaiting the BIG NIGHT
when the Queen of the 1957
BULLDOGS is crowned!

Mrs. G. W. Dirnmitt is home
again with her daughter, Jo Pigue
and Hugh at their home on
Fourth Street. Mrs. Dimrnit spent
a lovely vacation with her daughter, Mrs. W. H. Smith in Denver,
Colo. Mrs. Smith accompanied her
mother to Fulton but returned
after visiting for • few days.
What a joy it was to talk with
Menem Browder Johnston who
arrived in our fair city this week.
Meriem and her three lively
youngsters, Mark, Leslie and
Derek of Washington, D. C. are
the guests of her mother, Kathryn
Browder on Eddings Street. And
they will have an ever so nice
visit for at least three weeks,
because George F., the "official
head of the Johnston household"
is in Asia. George Ls on a two
months trip where he is directing a film for World Highway
Expedition which will depict
automobile travel on highways
of Asia. The expedition originated in Persia and will be completed in Saigon in Indo-China.
These Joluisons have the most
INTERESTING lives! Who but
Meriem and George would have
old EDISON phonographs and
PLAYER pianos .in their home?
And what FUN they have what
with all of their friends enjoying
these ODDITIES—to the utmost!
Nellie Sue Butler of Paris,
Tenn. and Faye Junkersfield of
Pocahontas, Ark. are houseguests
of Patsy Holder this week. All
three 'Misses" are recent graduates of Baptist Memorial Hospital
School of Nursing and have just
returned from Nashville where
they took their state board examination for licenses. They are enjoying a brief vacation before assuming their duties at Western
State Hospital, Bolivar, Tenn. and
Randolph County Hospital in
Pocohontas, Ark.

C. L. Johnson of Atlanta, Ga.
has been the guest of his alter,
Mrs. Hortense Johnson at her
home on Carr Street.
Mr. tend Mrs. Perlin Hicks of
Detsoit are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Binford and other relatives
here.
Mrs. Zula Thompson of Detroit
is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Chester Binkley in Fulton.
Otis Peeples of St. Louis was
a weekend guest of his sister,
Mrs. Shelton Hart at her home
on Eddings Street.
Mrs. C. E. Lowe has returned
home after visiting with hen
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Freeman in Flint, Mich.
She also visited in Lansing, Mich.
There's an interesting TV show and had a nice trip
over to Sarcalled "Can You Top This?" And nia, Canada.
we are contending that—in our
OWN family—we have a situaThere'll be lots of gaiety up
tion that can REALLY TOP this!
It's this way—not so MANY years at Nell Fall's lovely home on Vine
ago Ruby and Maxwell McDade Street this week — her brother,
were blessed with a darling little Dr. Henry Alexander of Crestblonde whom they named Ann, wood, Ky. and his daughter, Mrs.
who was certainly the PRIDE
AND JOY of all of us. Then a
few years passed and we anxiously awaited the arrival of a SON
who could perpetuate the family
name—and he arrived safely—
and was named Max. But the
NICEST thing about it was that
lie saw the first light of day on
ANN'S BIRTHDAY! Just what
Ann ordered.
So—the years sped by—Ann
married Herbie Hunt of Mayfield,
and they were the proud parents
of a lovely little blue-eyed lass
whom they named ANN CONLEY. Time marched on, AGAIN
—with HISTORY repeating itself!
Saturday afternoon, October 5th,
ANN CONLEY received the
NICEST birthday present—ever
—a little baby BROTHER named
Clifton Sullitran Hunt! CAN YOU
TOP THIS? They ALWAYS say,
"Like mother, like daughter."
And everyone is well — and
HAPPY!

Watson Clay, of Frankfort arrived Tuesday Then on Wednesday
Mrs. I. W. Dobbins of Louisville
and Mrs. Alexander arrived. All
four guests have been in Western
Kentucky since the first of the
week. They visited Alith Mrs.
Mary Whayne McCloy in Bardwell, who is a sister of Mrs. Dobbins and Mrs Alexander. These
lovely ladies are former Fultonians — 'so you 'may well know
there will be many happy hours
—with TALK. And Your Diarist
feels certain there'll be a FEW
hours left for a BRIDGE game —
or BOLIVIA. Virginia Clay planned her trip in order to have a
long visit with her childhood
friend, Stella Milner, who has
been visiting here. Where shame
that Stella had to leave before
Virginia arrived. How well we
remember the days when those
two girls' were INSEPARABLE.
We sincerely hope that they will
have an bpportunity at a later
date to be together — because
they will have WORLDS of
things to talk about.
Elva and Ernest Fall will have
"divided affections" this weekend
when they go to Auburn, Alabama to attend the Auburn-University :of Kentucky football
game. You see, they're going
down to"Birmingharn Friday for
a visit with Bob and Susye Binford —ditien, they'll drive over
to Auburn for a DUAL purpose
— to see the Binford's daughter,
Fall, who is a freshman at Auburn this year. 'Twould be interesting to be somewhere NEAR
the two Couples during the game
just so we could determine WHO
is cheering for WHOM. And we
are also interested in the nice
things that are coming Fall's way
— just because she is such a
NICE little lady. Fall was recently elected president of her
dormitory which makes her eligible for a seat on the student
council. And she recently pledged
Phi Mu social sorority at the
college. Our congrats, Miss Binford.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cates had a
"houseful] of family" recently
when all three of their children
and 'their three grandchildren
came for a visit. The guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cates and
children, Tarena and Kimberly
Ann of Huntsville, Ala., Dr. Curtis
E. Cates of Cave City, Ky., Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis McAlister and
son of South Fulton.
TlaereVillothing so nice as a
birthday dinner! And Mrs. Isaac
Watts wes the honoree for such
an occasibn a Sunday or two ago.
Mrs.
Those attending were
Watts, Mr. Watts, their daughter, Mrs. Johnnie Pruitt and Mr
Pruitt, Joan and Randy, of Clin
ton, Bro. and Mrs. Jim Simon of
Clinton, Bro. and Mrs Bud
Simon of Harris, Mrs. Johnnie

Dalton of State Line Road, Mr.
Dalton and son,
Mr. and Mrs. James Simon, Mrs.
Eleanor McClain and Joan, Mrs.
Iris Pool and daughter.
Visitors in the afternoon were
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams of
Clinton, and Mrs. Tom Wilson
of Dyersburg.
Everyone had a nice time and
the honoree received many nice
presents and cards.

and Mrs. N. C.

Your Diarist has an extremely
difficult time — "keeping up"
with Dudley Morris who is ALWAYS taking a wonderful trip
— and we might add that it
makes US green with envy!
Dudley's European tour this
summer included such interesting
places as Ireland, Scotland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Germany.
And how fortunate he was to
have sailed from New York aboard the M. S. Stockholm which
had the ill-fated accident with
the Italian liner, Andre Doria
last year.
Dudley met many interesting
people in Copenhagen, Denmark
through "Meet The Danes", a
service designed for visitors to
meet Danish families and be
actually acquainted with each
other. Dudley was give a warm
reception in Dublin, Ireland when
he attended a luncheon where
the ex-Lord Mayor of Dublin was
present Other trips on his itinerary was one made to Soviet-East
Berlin where he saw the grounds
where Hitler's Reich Chancellory
once stood in which, it is assumed, that Hitler died.
'Tis just a suggestion — but
how nice it would be for our
friend, Mr. Morris to keep a diary
of his many travels — 'twould
make interesting reading for his
many friends.

Mrs. J. C. Stephens and children,
Mary Jane and Eddie of Water
Valley, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Suiter,
Kenee and Phillips of Pilot Oak,
Mrs. Corene Lemond, Patricia
Ann and Merri Gayle of Fulton,
Mrs. Evelyn Tonizik and Roger
of Fulton, Ewing Wilson of
Water Valley. Ronnie Travis of
Martin and Elaine Parker of
Harrisburg, Ill.
Mrs. Burnham, Mr. and Mrs.
Edd Rose of Dukedom, Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Wall of Pilot Oak,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bowden of
South Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Collins of Pilot Oak.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Collins
and children, Mary Lou Nelson,
Stephen, Bobby and Billy, of
Harrisburg Ill., Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Wilburn Collins and sons,
Roy Lewis, John Edwards and
Terry Lynn of Paducah, Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Heath and sons, Larry and Gary of Pilot Oak, -Mr.
and Mrs. Mike Ingram and children. Mary Nell, Ray. Sylvia and
Sarah Ann, of Clinton. Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Barber and children,
Janice Nell and Mack of Mar-

5 YARDS $1.00

$1.19

Hugh and Ann Fly

THE DERBY CAFE
FULTON, KENTUCKY

KASNOW'S
WEEK-END SPECIALS
98c

BOY'S DUNGAREES
.

10 ounce Denim
Sanforised
f
$3
Sizes 2-12
$1.69 Value

tor

These are regular $1.49
values, specially priced at

ONLY

39c Val.

3 pr.

"TOPMOST"PRINTS

ri ,Le.'

3 yd. $1

NEW FALL SKIRTS

Cottons
Flannels
Sizes 2-16

$1.00
-

Men's & Boy's Jackets

2.98--3.98

GIRLS & LADIES

Rock-N-Roll Oxfords
Buckle in Back
Black and White
Sizes 10-12: 12112-3:
4-9

$499

Just received another shipment

BAN-LON SWEATERS

Sizes 22-30
Wools & part wool

$4.00 VAL.

SPORT SHIRTS

"Fruit of the Loom"
Washable Poplin
Lined & Unlined

80 Square — Fast Color

SWEAT SHIRTS FOR MEN

$298

99c

Black—White -Blue--.-Pink

CARDIGAN
SLIPOVER

$6.98
$4.98

Long Sleeve Blouse

Wes-Tenn. Dept. Stores, Inc.
Phone 192

CITY DRUG CO.
4os Lake St.
Falb=

Sincerely.

LADIES BRIEFS

Two pockets: full yoke

Lake Street

end of

be looking for you soon.

DISH TOWELS
12 for $1.00

1 Boys Long Sleeve Sport Shirts

I

Sutherland% "MD" Tram

No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors —
WOrld's Most Comfortable
Truss

ball Qt.
dants
Jane P
in itsel:

BOY'S LONG SLEEVE $1.49

64 x 60 thread count

NOW ONLY $4.98

etliatle
The Sensational New Invention
I 1"b

Another Chines* cook has boon added to our
kitchen staff, which enables us to serve Chinese
food seven nights a week. 5 p. m. till 12. and which
also means that we will no longer have to wait for
Chinese orders on Saturday and Sunday nights.
You are welcome to go to the kitchen and se* Ming
Lee and Johnny Bong prepare your food at any
time.

Beg. $1.39

Gingham Plaid

Sizes 28 to 40

"HEALING OF FEVER
AND CONVULSIONS"'
WFVL (Me U.) mammy 11:15

Yea.
I mime
I was
tests e
Thursd,
that is
zards,
Last
game w
Laraine

We are very happy to announce that the
Derby has resumed its regular °penal= open
early morning until midnight or later, seven days
a week (with the expection of Christmas day only)
AND OPERATED ENTIRELY BY HUGH AND
ANN FLY.

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Wilson
of Water Valley entertained at
their home on Sunday with a
family reunion given in honor of
Mrs. Kate Burnham of Taft, California who is visiting her many
friends and relatives here.
Everyone took a basket lunch
and had such a good time — because it had been "many a moon"
since all of the group had been
together.
Those attending were:
Mr and Mrs. Deward Wilson
of Pilot Oak, Mrs. Elsie Lemond
of Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Copeland of Cuba. Mr. and Mrs.
Vodie Rhodes of Water Valley.
Mrs.. Sam Gardner of Dresden.

"Cannon" Brand
First Quality
Size 22x44

39-inches wide

Values up to $8.95

How Christian
Science Heals

Dear Folks:

BATH TOWELS

Don't miss these Week-end Bargains

DRESS PANTS FOR MEN

••••••••••

The Civitan Club *of Hickman,
Ky. will sponsor • puistinas
dance on the evening of December SO, featuring the music of
Sellars Leach and his orchestra,
and vocalist Nancy Adams.

tin.

6 colors to choose

BROWN DOMESTIC

CHILISTIMIAA DANCII

Fulton, Ky.

French Cuff
White—Black—
Blue—Pink—Maize

$3.00 VAL.

Many, Many Other
Bargains Throughout
$198
The Store

Lake

ANCE

of Hickman,
4ptuistinas
of DOCItIlle music of
I orchestra,
Adams.

didn't know what had hit them.
As the score was 21-0. The final
score was S. F. 34-A. 0. Our next
football game is Thursday night
at Martin. Look out Martin. Here
we come!

SOUTH FULTON
SCHOOL NEWS
by
Martha Weak*

Invention
" Trues
traps -

I hope that you listen to "High
Time" on WFUL every afternoon
VIN1111
at 4 o'clock. It is a thirty minute
Yes, it's me again rm sorry program of music and news from
I missed talking to you last week. the twin-city high schools. South
Fulton and Fulton students alterI was busy taking six weeks
nate every other day.
Seats ever day. Wednesday or
Congratulations! To whom?
'Thursday will show the results, as
that is when we'll get our report Why Coach Nelson of course. He
Is the proud father of a baby girl
urds, Ugh!
born Friday night, Oct. 4.
Last Friday night's footbal
The Junior Class had a weiner
game was our Homecoming game.
Laraine Fields was crowned Foot- roast at the City Park last Thursball Queen of "37-'58. Her atten- day night. Everyone had a very
dants were Jessie Garnblin an good time.
Jane Peeples. The football game
We are very glad to have Mrs.
in itself was a sure thing. By the Kelly Jones back with us. She
end of the first quarter, Alamo has been missed by everyone.

rs - The
ofortehle

WORLD'S GREATEST

flan

ata
FEVER

&TONS"
loseay 11:14

; CO.
Fulton

Professional

Wrestling

OLD HIGH SCHOOL GYM
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

at the

2 *Pen
in days
y only)

[AND

to our
:Mines
[which
rail for
nights.
•Ming
at any

Thursday Nile, Oct. 10
Bell time 5:15 p. m.

Sponsor: Booster Club

- MAIN EVENTFourlian Tag Team Match
Needy Palmer & Rough-House Nelsen
-- VS- --

Jack Dannavant & Phil Melby
(2 out of 3 falls -- I hr. time limit)
Also
Two 1-Fall Matches

rapid recovery.
NOTEBOOK•McCONNELL NEWS Mrs. Tom Gill is visiting her
Continual from Page Os.
Mrs. L?. Caldwell • son, Charley Gill and family this
On the first few days of the
week.
diet my energy is motivated by
the 10,000-calories a day I have
Mrs. Overby of *Franklin, TenOur community was deeply
been used to eating, so actually grieved last week in the
passing nessee is visiting her daughter,
the problem of not eating is not
Mrs. H. E. McCord and family.
too bad. But about the fourth day of two of our citizens, Mrs. Stack
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis McCord and
all the stored-up food energy is Jones passed away at her resi- son of Union City spent Sunday
dence,
just
west
of
here, last with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
gone The diet food is then supposed to sustain me. But I want Tuesday morning. The same H. E. McCord and family.
you to know the hunger pains morning, Mr. Joe Harris, who Recent visitors of Mrs. L T.
have set in so bad, that a bale lives just east of here, passed a- Caldwell and family, also of her
of hay with carrots and oelery way suddenly with a heart at- mother. Mrs. Ann Wilson,
were:
won't stop the gnawing one bit. tack. We extend our deepest sym- Mr. W. E. Wilson of Humboldt,
pathy to these bereaved families.
Tennessee, Mn and Mrs. Wayne
Mrs. Fritz Moss and son, Joe Kilgore and children, June and
Its then that I start kidding
myself. Having left off bread, Carroll, returned home Saturday Wilma Wayne, Mrs. Bertis Levissweets, sugar, fat meat, potatoes, after having spent several days ter, Mrs. R. H. Mon, Jr., and Mr.
spaghetti, fried chicken and even with their sister and aunt, Mrs. and Mrs. Norinie Wilson, all of
Martin.
rice I kid myself into thinking Ocie Crain of Nashville.
One of our former citizens, Mr.
that the thimble full of green
Miss Carolyn Gill has accepted
beans and an eye-dropper full at B. C. Long, now a resident of employment with the teephone
broth has soothed my appetite. It Martin, is hospitalized at the office in Martin. We have two
doesn't. So when the family is Weakley County Hospital, Mar- young ladies representing this
all sound asleep I sneak down- tin. Mr. "Curtis" recently had a village in telephone offices. Miss
stairs and eat a triple-decker stroke. We wish for him a early Doris Ann Harris has been worksandwich, two pieces of pie, two recovery.
ing with the Southern Bell Telebananas and drink a glass of
Mr. Paul Kendall of Fulton, phone Company of Fulton for
tea with a cup full of sugar. Then husband of the former Camilla several months.
I say to myself . . . well, rny Jones, is hospitalized at the IlliMr. and Mrs. Junior Sallee and
meal contained only 180 calories nois Central Hospital, Chicago, son, Jimmie, of Memphis and Mr.
at supper-time.
Illinois. We also wish for him a and Mrs. Donald Joe Welch and
Reminds me of the time I had
lunch with Mary Latta. She nibbled on cottage cheese, lettuce,
and peach slices. She was on a
diet
. but she said: "I'm going
out to dinner tonight and rm
eating this so I can eat tonight."
You can't win.
As of press day I have been
on this diet for three days. It
took me nearly ten years to put
on this extra twenty pounds I've
been carrying around. In three
days I think I've lost three
ounces. By Friday of this week
if I haven't lost a pound I'm going
to give the weeds to the goats,
the bird-seed back to the birds
and the radish tops to the maid,
who can cook them with hamhock if she wants to.
To tell you the truth . . . a
heap of middle age folks diet so
they can do things they haven't
got any business doing anyhow.
And that's trying to wear size
ten clothes and Bermuda shorts.

ly

6 GREAT DAYS - OCT 14 thru 19 - MON. thru SAT.

Se* and Hear Rexall's TV S RADIO Spectacular
PINOCCHIO with Mickey Rooney, Wolter Slezok
611•C•tV a RADIO • 1....hty - 00•66. 13 - 6 SI
7,311 N. Yee' Timm
tem everepepet he time emel meteor Ise mem mem

AS ADVIRTISED In LOON • POST • PAM JOURNAL • 1141S WINK
PROORESSIVI FARMER • FARAD!
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RUBBING ALCOHOL
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CELLO PACKS
PAPER & EONS.

•
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BONUS BUYS

3-Sped NIATIN4 PAD
in guarantee

NOT ON le SALE PLAN
BUT SPECIAL BARSAINSI
"POIl VIM 11 INN"

WRITING PAPER
2 ow los sheets, SO inn.

4.0 Uwe

ism 87(
hes if

1.3

$0011.

3.88

Pall 1.19 Valve

each. VAR. vilium
LOS 'MOO

No

Spots: STRETCH NYLONS
Fee quality S. ta, 1.

RIXAll 111.1301111DI

3

prs.

2.55

Retail METAL TRUCK

TOOTH PASTE

-11

3 lobes 99(
1.59 valve
Mush 017 Teeth Hite
3 NMI Mk
1.41 Vele*
hull PLASTIC OUILBANDS
flesh-colored. waterproof
New
•
3Os Vales

27(

Motor cab sod 2 trailers.
4 ts 111.4 *we

2.98

SNIDE DOLL
Neutlfelly dressed.
Almost 2 tail!
NM Value Ow 5.99
P.Movel Tee Ow fissom

fORY

TIM IN THIS SAIE

NINIM

IS REGULAR GUARAMTEED MERCHANDISE

EVANS DRUG STORE
Lake St.

"The Rexall Stare'!
Fulton
Phones 95, 795

INTEGRATIONContinued from Page One
land testified in Thursday's hearing that to admit the Negro students now on transfer from the
schools they are now attending
would present administrative difficulties.
Altogether then are 23 Negro
students who would be eligible
to enter the Fulton High School,
but attorney James A. Crumlin,
Negro attorney representing the
Negro students said it was anticipated that fewer than a dozen
planned to seek entrance immediately.
At the conclusion of the hearing Crumlin told Judge Shelbourne at one point that the
Negro leaders might be satisfied
with an order directing integration to begin in September, 1958.
"We don't want the people of
Fulton to feel that we are pushing this thing with any malice
at all. If these gentlemen sincerely feel that they can't work
out a satisfactory plan for admitting the Negro children now,
we would rather see the order
direct a starting time for integration in September. 1958," he told
Judge Shelbourne.
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Arriving In Germany

children of St. Louis spent last
week end with Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Welch.'
Miss Anna Lon Caldwell and
Mrs. Dorita Boggess and children,
Bradley. and Luan, visited Mrs.
Thad Parrish and eons last Wednesday.
Mrs. George Smith has been
visiting in the home of her daughter, Mrs. Alfred Ledbetter for the
past few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Adams and
sons of Union City were dinner
guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Aired Ledbetter, Monday
evening.
•
GOVERNOR PROTESTED
Camp Dick Robinson near
Bryantsville in Garrard county
was the first Federal recruiting
station established south of the
Ohio River. It was opened in 1861
over the protest of Beriah Magoffin, then governor of Kentucky.

STARLITE
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
UNION CITY HIGHWAY
TIRTR5L-FEL, OCT 10-41
(Starts at 8:10)
SANTIAGO
With Alan Ladd
also
(Starts at 6:45)
HID•11/01 GUNS
With Bruce Bennett

JUST ARMED!
New Bulbs From Holland

SATURDAY, OCT. 12
(Starts at 8:30)
SHOOT-OUT AT
MEDICINE BEND
With Randolph Scott
also
(Starts at 6:25 and 9:50)

Hear

HYACINTH

CONGO CROSSING
Darwin, Cottage, Breeders. Parrot, University of Kentucky
With George Nader
Species in a wide selection of colors.
SUN-MON-TUKS., OCT. 13-14-15
Play
(Starts at 8:30)
CROCUS.... Blue striped, white yellow
Auburn
MOMENT
UNGUARDED
Tax
With Esther Williams
NARCISSUS (No. 1)... Queen of the Bi-colors:
on the
also
King Alfreds. white.
(Starts at 6-45)
THE DAKOTA INCIDENT
DUTCH IRIS .... Van Vliet, Golden harvest
With Linda Darnell
white excelsior
WED-TRUE-FEL,
OCT. 16-17-13
OIL

TULIPS ..

SPORTS NETWORK

Chock their size and quality! They are
largest sizes, best quality we have ever had

Baldridge's 5-10-25c Store

SPECIAL! Battle of the Blondes:
Jayne Mansfield vs. Marilyn
Monroe. Take your choice . . .
who is your favorite. . Monroe
or Mansfield. DECIDE ior yourself after you see these two pictures:

WFUL AM-FM
: (Fulton, Ky.) :
i 2:00 p. Oct. 12
:

JAYNE in "The Wayward Bus"
MARILYN in "River of No
^
'
Return"
4

a

Harvest Din4t e
Premium Bonus

$16.95
Automatic
Percolator

or
Steam Iron
or
53-pc. Set Dishes
or
Portable 3-Speed
Mixer

C•III.- is ammo

EU LT I IN)
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Double Feature
Mickey Spillane's
"MY GUN IS
QUICK"
With Robert Bray

FREE
With the Purchase of
Any Dinette

ALL DINETTE SUITES REDUCED

P-L-U-S

Lash LaRue in
"FRONTIER
REVENGE"
Plus Cartoon & Comedy
SUN - MON & TUES.
James Cagney
Dorothy Malone
Jane Greer-in
"MAN OF A
THOUSAND
FACES"
in Cinemascope
Plus - Latest News 1

Pvt. Buddy H. Swift„, whose wife,
Mary, lives In Crutchfield, Ky., is
scheduled to arrive in Germany
early this month from Fort Sill,
Okla.
He will be assigned with the
1532d Pleld Artillery Observation
Battalion in Karlsruhe. Swift entered the Armt in March 1997
and was last stationed at Fort
Knox, Ky.
Swift attended Fulgham High
School. He is the son Of Mrs.
Nevis Swift, Route 1, Water
Valley.

Starting Prices $49.95 for Triple Plated Chrome 5-piece Dinette
9x12

Linoleum
$4.88

75,000

BTU

Radiant

Gas Heater
$119.95

IV ADE
LAKE STREET

_

7 Piece

Living Room
GROUP

$149.95

FURNITURE
COMPANY
FULTON, KENTUCKY
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Heatecoming Activities
Ti Be October 11

WITH US AND AWAY

PitOMDTMINT CIUMIETIERY
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Shelby
Lexington Cemetery is the burof Clarksdale, Miss. were in
ASSEMBLY ACTS
ial place of many of Lexington's
Hickman Wednesday. Sorry we
Last Monday the Fulton BullOn Wednesday, October 16, The illustrious men, including James
missed Thelma and Carlton, for dogs met
and selected four canFulton Ministerial Association Lane Allen, John C. Breckinwe always receive much from a didates
for homecoming queen of
will present a program of mutual ridge, John Hunt Morgan and
visit with them.
1957. Susan McDaniel, senior;
interest to all the students of Fienry Clay.
Nancy Holland, junior, Martha
A column devoted to the social events of our friends
Fulton High.
Mrs. Cordate Royer and daughHerring, sophomore and Judy
around Hickman. Call Joye at Hickman 2059 for
ter, Louise Killebrew, of Fulton
The following week on Oct. 39,
Moore, freshman.
drove to Dyersburg Sunday to
the senior girls will have charge
your social news.
Each class is conducting a
visit with Mrs. Joe Royer who
of the assembly.
money-raising campaign, and the
is a guest in the home of her
class
that
is
most
successful
will
I wonder when we are going to have time to STOP? parents.
see its candidate crowned queen
You know every summer we plan to do so much just W. R. Butt has returned to Friday night, October 11, when THE ALUMS:. Brenda, age 6,
the Bulldogs play Dresden.
and Thurman, age 4, are the chil- GAIL BUSHART TO SERVE
as soon as school starts—but as soon as school starts— Louisville to visit her son, Dick, The
team's participation will dren of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Allen AS BAND MASCOT
so starts the Xmas rush then we plan to do the things who is enrolled at K. M. I. Duck not be limited to the celebration, of
Fulton. Route 2. Grrandparenta
sure did want to go with Jessie however,
In case you have not noticed,
for on Wednesday many are Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Allen
we didn't do when school started right after Xmas in Lou to Spend the weekend, but
of the FULTON
Up to 80c Values
of the boys will be "sold on the Fulton and Mr. and Mrs.
HIGH SCHOOL
the Jan. and Feb. slump—but before you know it those could not for this is his busy hoof
Alfred
Band has a new addition. She is
to the highest and most eager Gary of Si. Louis.
months are filled and you wake-up one bright morning time of the year.
the new mascot. Her name is Gail
bidder". The successful bidder
will be entitled to the services
Bushart, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
with spring fever—I'm not living that fast really—but Mary Helen
and James Brown- of her "knight in
Glenn Bushart of the Country
shining jeryou are!
ing and daughter, Anne, of Nash- seys" for one full day. Last year
Club Courts.
ville
were
weekend
guests in there was at least one bid of
Last Wednesday was "OLE has been ten years since I was
Gail is six years old and is in
Hickman. They brought M7s. Dee one hundred dollars! All monc:,
HOME WEEK" for people from there." It was dripping knee deep Henry to
the first grade at Terry Norman
attend to some busi- goes to help buy equipment for
School. She has been taking
western Ky. in Memphis. Every- all over Memphis. Don't think ness. Mrs. Henry stayed in Mrs. the football
team.
dancing lessons since she was two
lne that could obtain a ticket to for a minute Mary Samuels, Addye Wests home and did they
Each class is being allowed to
and has proved herself quite an
"My Fair Lady" was there. Mabel Helm, Cindy Hale, Martha enjoy being with each other.
serve a bunch in the recreation
--- per roll
attraction at the games this fall.
Everywhere"youlo•ked -someone ,Hale, Frances Amberg, Jessie Lou
room, sell candy on the campus
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tipton of and put on a chapel program. Out
was greeting some friend from Goalder, Martha Hornsby, Elva
The football season ticket sale and John
somewhere —. Oh! Honey it is Fall, (from Fulton) and Joye Memphis were week-end guest of school activities include: car
Joe Campbell. These
was a good one this year because men
sold five hundred and
s0000 good to see you and be Stokes didn't make it just a little Of Mrs. John Samuels. They were washing by the freshmen and
of
the
people
fine
helping
out
on
seventy seven dollars worth of
sure and remember me to all the deeper! WE did have a day pack- entertained with
at the spohomores Saturday and a pony it.
football tickets.
G/RLS back home, you know it ed full of fun an everyone en- Warwick Hale home Saturday ring by the freshmen and juniors
Students sold one hundred and
Tuesday and by the juniors on
night.
Mr. J. 0. Lewts was in charge 207 Church
Phone 35
fifteen dollars worth of tickets in of organizing
Saturday.
the ticket sale.
Carr
Institute and the high
This is already an exciting race
Mrs. Charley Hudgins and son,
Gorham — Towle — Wallace
Jim, of Louisville and Mr. and and promises to become more ex- school.
Lunt — International — Heirloom — Sterling
Mrs. Tommy Jones of Houston, citing Friday night when the
The students who sold tickets
Texas are visiting their mother, four young ladies are paraded to in their classes were Lynn BusBulova — Elgin — Gruen — Hamilton
Mrs. Rodney Jones in Hickman. Memorial Stadium for the 1957 hart, freshman, Nancy Bushart,
Homecoming ceremonies.
Longines — Whittnaur — Benrus Watches
sophomore, Joanne Covington,
Junior, and Susan McDaniel and
Mr. and Mrs. Finley T. Randle
are visiting their son and his From the FRS
Judy Browning, both seniors.
"Kenner —
family in Winnetka, Dl Miss EliThe student body of Fulton
zabeth and Mr. Finley look forHigh appreciates the work of a
ward to their annual visit with
number of business men down
There are 16 new members on town who took the time
Helen and Wilson and their two
to help
Kentucky
THE KENNEL staff. They re- make the ticket sale a
children.
success.
Mayfield and Murray
present all four classes and the Their names are Ernest
Fall.
Mr. Robert L. Johnston has re- eighth grade. Appointed to the Ward Johnson, Fred Cooke, Jimeditorial
staff were Mary Ann my Sisson, Sparky Newton, Clyde
turned to his home on the Union
City Road after being in the Bennett, Patsy Fall,, Sydney Call- Williams Jr., Bud Davis, Paul
Obion County Hospital for sever- iham, and Joan Carter. On the KAISILOW, Billy Homra, George
HOG CHOLERA VACCINE
business staff are Nancy Bushart, Moore, Stanly Jones, Danny
al days last week.
Modified
Live
Virus
• Rabbit Origin • Vacuum Dried
Carol
McNeely,
and
Lynn Bus- Baird, Snooky Mann, Buck. BusIT COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE THE BEST—
FOR USE WITH SERUM
Mr. Sid Hamby is in the hospi- hart. The reporters are James hart, Doug Burnett, Arch HudWe have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
tal in Memphis — Come on home Reed, Jimmy Newton, Brenda dleston, Charles Andrews, David
Research shows that pigs vaccinated with Swivine
Bard, Philip Andrews, Glean Ray Homra, Robert Burrow,
Pa we miss you.
financial circumstances. You will not find prices more
Charles
are immune in 7 days • Swivine cannot
Bradley, Tommy Fields, Charlie Reams, Paul Boyd, Jimmy
Weaks
reasonable anywhere in this area.
contaminate your farm • Swivine is made by America's
The Catholic Church is going Forest, Cleta Beggs, and Jimmy
to do it again! Thursday night Wright.
CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL POLICIES—
largest producer of animal biologicals — ALLIED
warm Aid
you are invited one and all to
We give full credit when you call us to serve you—
Laboratories,Inc.
play Bing-0 at 7:30 at the CathoComplete
Line
lic School, so come on I'll see
PHONE 88
408 E)DINGS STREET
For all makes of hearts/ Oda!
you there.
Visit Sur Bearing Aid Depart
All senior and class individual steel at your first opportunity.
pictures have been made for the
DRUG CO.
1957-58 Gr-r-rowl.
las Lake Street
rhos. TO

SPECIAL
Wallpaper
SALE

Local Men Aid
FE In Season
Ticket Sale

EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.

immunize against

HOG CHOLERA

The Whitnel Funeral Home

r_

consult
Consult your

VETERINARIAN

crnr

Telephone
Talk
by
HAROLD WILEY
Your Telephone Manager

GOOD QUARTERBACKING—Thinking about the football season just ahead, it occurred to me that making a
Long Distance call is like a good play on the field. When
you know the signals—you call by number and your call
goes through faster. Also, knowing the right play helps a lot.
For instance, often a station-to-station call will serve your
purpose just as well as a person-to-person call and is
much cheaper. You can save Still more by placing your
call in the end zone—that's nights after 6 or anytime
Sunday. Yessir, you'll come out ahead when you know
the signals—call by number—call station-to-station—call
after 6 or Sundays.
OPERATION ALERT—lire, as in other small communities, we don't worry too mu..11 about enemy attacks
and bombings. Today, this country ha& a Civil Defense
system designed to warn us in the event of sudden
danger. Part of this system
was made available by telephone companies. If disaster should come, these
facilities will be aided by
every exchange of the Bell
System and of the 4,700
Independent telephone
companies in the nation.
In minutes, warnings, instructions, decisions would
flow wherever needed.
Telephone folks everywhere are proud to be a
part of this national undertaking.
• • •
BUNGALOW OR MANSION—We have a tailor-made
telephone service plan for you—all the phones you need in
colors that please you. Most plans can be furnished at less
additional cost than you are now paying for your main
telephone. How often have you heard someone in your
house say: "If I just didn't have to run all over the house
to answer the phone." That's why I thought you'd be
glad to know we've a plan for your special telephone
convenience. Why not give sus a buzz for details?

Reports 'Best Bible
School Attendance

The average per Sunday attendance of 281 for the month of
September is the best attendance
for Bible School In the history
of the Central church ot Christ.
In
May 1907 the attendance
was 253 average per Sunday, 252
in November 1956 and 248 in
April 1957
A cordial invitation Is extended to everyone
in
this
area to attend this Bible Study
every Sunday at 10 00 a. m.
There are classes for all ages
The minister, Oliver Cunningham,
teaches the auditorium CiP&S for
adults of all ages Come itext
Sunday and receive new literature
for the last quarter of the year.

From the PHS "Keane" —
JUNIOR HIGH HAS
CHEERLEADER TRYOUTS
On September 19, members of
the faculty and the senior cheerleaders met to elect the Junior
High cheerleaders
Sharrye Johnson, Ann Bowers,
and Judy Owens were selected
from the seventh grade. Wanda
Cash and Sue Little were chosen
to represent the eighth grade.
Clete Beggs was elected captain.
00 TO CHURCH SUNDAY

'MST ARRIVED!
Factory Returns

SHOES

Off The Hook
A charge is payable when a
telephone subscriber in Belgium
fails to replace his telephone on
the hook. The charge is 20 or
40 francs, according to whether
or not it is necessary to send a
workman to the subscriber's premises.

for children, boys,
misses, men and women.
Huge savings.

Forrester Shoe Shop
Main Street

on your next visit to
NASHVILLE'S famous hotel.
AIR-CONDMONED GUEST ROOMS
AT MODERATE RATES

Coffee Shop—Julep Room
Delicious Food in •
Friendly Atmosphere
Only a step away irons
your midtown activities at

Come in and "PERFORMANCE TEST" a new

Fulton

Gold.. Auniwursery INTERNATIONALS romp from Ikkups to 33,000 lb.. OVVI sluArtsoolors.
Oilt•r INTERNATIONALS, to 96,000 lbs. OVW, round out world's most cosoplot• lino.

Your very first drive in a new Golden Anniversary firmThick will sell you on its superior comfort, handling
ease and "get up and go."
But just to be sure you are really convinced, we have oat up
what we call our "Performance'Nit."
This consists of taking a new Golden Anniversary IrmaNATIONAL to places of your own choosing the most rugged locations you know of —and giving the truck "the works."'Ake it off
the road. See how it performs for you/
And as you test the truck, remember that, over ths years,
INTIOINA170NAL Trucks cost least to own—cost records prove it!
AD
Mike our "Performance 'llet" any dais!
NATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS

cost last to own!

1957
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Dear Pat,
I read all your letters and think
they are wonderful. Will you
please answer a few questions
for me?
First my mother lost her
money. Was it taken or did she
lose it somewhere? If its was
taken give me the initials. She
lost quite a bit about four months
ago, too, if someone took it give
their initials. But most important
is the money she lost this week.
Now for me, what is in store
for me? Will my husband ever
get • job so I can quite working?
If so when? Will it be public
work? Will we move anytime
this year Where? Who took a
small dram glass that was given
to me and the initials please
Answer this soon, please
Thank you,
Absent Minded
Dear Absent Minded:
Your mother is not losing this
money and it wasn't stolen. She
knows where it is. Yes, you will
quit work in April 1958. No you
will not move. The dram glass
was not stolen it was broken and
the person htat broke the glass
didn't want you to fuss about it
so they took the pieces of glass
and threw them away in a woods
lot close to your house.
—P.
Dear Miss Latane,
I want to ask you some questions. What is wrong with my
husband? He has changed so
Immediate Delivery; much. I don't understand
him.
He
mean to his own son, and
all aloes on Hand. my ischild
is very young, but he
wants to leave home. Should I Dear Pat,,
I would like for you to answer
let him go or try to get him te
a few questions that I would like
to know about. I read your column every week, and I like it
very much. Does H. B. mean anything to me? If he does, how
Lose Term — Low Interest
much does he mean? Will our
home ever be like it once was?
No appraisal fee
Are my parents going to settle
Ti. pig may for the time that you ass
their quarrels peaceably or will
1111111167.
they turn out to be more difficult? I would appreciate this very
much if you had this in your
next addition. To me it is very
A. C. Fields. Soc-Treas
important. ,
Tel 453. Union City, Tennessee
Thank you very much,
F. E.
Dear F. E.
H. B. is only a boy friend that
is all; it doesn't mean a thing.
Yes, your home will once again
be like it used to, when your step
sister leaves yostr mother and
father will get their differences
settled and be back together.

Cold Weather
is coming!

Prepare Now . . .

Get Your Supply of

from

0.
•35

stay until he is older? Is my husband in bad health'? How long
will I have to live in this? Will
I have any more children? Does
my hulbend love me? Are we
going to live here another year?
What is in the future for me? I
want a car. Should I try to get
one? If he keeps on this way,
should I leave him? Why doesn't
he go anywhere with me? Somebody is talking to him trying to
break us up. Tell me their name.
Will we ever have a home, or
anything? If he is sick and won't
live long, tell me that also. If I
have to leave where should I go
or send my son? Should I continue to work as I am, or should
I quit?
Please answer as scion as possible
M. J. J.
No one is talking trying to
break you up, it is'your own doings. Your son never does anything wrong, everything your
husband does is wrong. I suggest
you sit down and see how wrong
you are. Talking about someone
leaving if your ways don't
change, you're going to wake up
without a husband and that son
of yours is not going to stay and
help you, that's for sure. 11 you
would use a stick on that boy or
else let his father, things would
be different. The Bible tells you
not to spare the rod, and you
sure need to let his father use
it, and your hushand tries to
keep things he does away from
you. He can't sit down and talk
it over with you. His father is
trying to make a man and a good
citizen out of him, but you are
trying to made a fool out of him.
Sit, down and talk to your huebend, you can work this out
without • divorce, that is if you
love him and want to.

QTY COAL CO.
Telephone 51

FEDERAL LARD BUZ LOANS
isd

Inc.

Obis* Weakley

Fans Leaa Au'a

I
All-C•N5ITION111
LA-4 6900
Other Harris Hotels
CINCINNATI. alionapoh lommeom Room. /ON
I_......
MANI RAC/4. Noosign
arta eassocots. CMsse.IMO
INT KM roe Worse liodid
*torn *INN. aninim
AMON UNINIMMAKIllosigiso MonoCOUMIUI, Illroortiamia

FOR A B1.1 iEH DEAL
On A Better Appliance
SEE filApgijlt AT
Beemit Siodric maiFariilire
311141 Walnut St.

Polka

CO.

Phone 201

Fall h Now Here, So
See Us For Your Needs
WE HAVE JUST INSTALLED A PANOGEN
SEED TREATER MACHINE,SO LET US TREAT
YOUR RYE, BARLEY, WHEAT AND OATS. IT
WILL IMPROVE THE YIELD BY REDUCING
LOSS FROM DISEASES.
It is time for your Fall sowing.
Vetch. Balboa Rye, Barley, Oats,
Ladino and Crimson Clover, Wheat and Fescue
and all kinds of field seeds.
Our seed are all guaranteed as to Variety, Origin,
Purity and Germination.

Dear Pat,
I read your column in the paper
and I have a few questions I
would like to ask you.
Does my husband really love
me and our child or were we
mismated? Will we have anymore
children? Will I be able to continue working or will my health
prevent it?' Will we continue to
live where we are or will I be
able to persuade him to seek
employment elsewhere as the
work he does makes against him
and doesn't pay much.
Thank you,
N. B. H.
Dear N. B. H.
You had better talk your husband into most anything but giving up his job, there are thousands walking the streets right
now looking for work, so you had
better let well enough alone. Yes,
your husband loves you and the
children. If he didn't he wouldn't
put up with your bossy ways, he
would have left a long time ago
There isn't anything wrong with
your health, you will continue
workina for the present time.
You will quit in about 6 or 7
months but it will be due to your

DAYTON Y-BELTS
East State Line

(Zits ear the foaoring infermerion, sisrietted TEl NEWS
by the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
avesetes will be of special interest to progressive Writers in the
Ken-Tenn area):

Corn placed under Loan in this
state will earn a one-cent per
bushel premium for cleanliness
or low moisture content under
the 1957 price support program,
according to Roy C. Gray, chairman of the agricultural stabilization state committee. In order
to quality for the one-cent per
bushel premium, corn must have
a moisture content of 13.5 percent
or less or cracked corn and foreign materiel of 2 percent or less
These premiums which are included In the corn support program for the first time this year
were designed to encourage delivery of dryer and cleaner co-n
under the price support program.
In the case of farm-stored
corn, the preeniwns will be paid
to producers when corn of this
quality is delivered under the
loan program. In the case of
warehouse-stored corn, the preninon will be added to the basic
county support rate at tha time
the loan is ms.de. Under previous
programs no premiums were paid
for cleaner or dryer corn. However, discounts ranging from one
to five cents per bushel were made
for corn with high moisture content. These discounts will continue in effect In 1957.
ALLOTMENT COMPLIANCE REQUIRED UNDER SOIL BANK

for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201

FULTON

OCT. HOIEZMAR= SCRIRDULS

III CAIRN= CARNIVAL

Rush Creel& 3, Mrs. Albert
Moss, 10:30; Victory, 8, K U. Office, 1:30; Brownsville, 9, Mrs. J.
L. Decker, 10.30; Sylvan Shade,
10, Mrs. L. B. Maddox, 1:30; Bennett, 11, Mrs. Bill Holland, 10:30;
Western, 11, Mrs. N. F. Sutton,
Jr., 1:30; Montgomery, 17, Mrs.
Paul Logan, 1:30; Palestine, 18,
Palestine Community Hous e,
10:30; Crutchfield, 22, Mrs. L B.
Brown, 10:30; Fulton, 7.3, K. U.
Office, 10.30; Hickman, 23, Club
Room, 10:30; Cayce, 24, Mt. Zion
Methodist Church, 10-.30.

The University of Kentucky is
sponsoring the First Annual
Career Carnival to be held herr
on the campus on October 28, 29,
and 30. Many of the outstanding
businesses and industries in the
United States will have exhibits
to indicate the career possibilities
in their respective firms.

lea.) without being considei ed out
of compliance with the Acreage
Reserve program for the other
crops. While such a producer
-would not be subject to wheat
marketing quota penalties, he
would not be eligible for price
support on his wheat crop.
Charman, Roy Bard, points out
that a farmer who participates
in the 1958 Wheat Acreage ReANOTHER STATE VEEP
serve of the Boil Bank will not
John C. Breckinridge, Lexingbe able to use the provisions of
the recently enacted 30-acre feed- ton, was elected Vice President
wheat exemption amendment. Un- of the United States in Nevemder this new law, a farmer whose ber, 1856.
wheat acreage allotment la lees
than 3 acres may grow up to 30
acres of wheat for use exclusively on the farm where produced
and still not be liable fo marketing quota penalties.
Since a farmer taking pert in
the Acreage Reserve agree-, to
reduce his wheat acreage below
his allotment, he obviously could
not participate in both programs
at the same time.
RARE TREASURE
Twentieth-century Spain ranks
the Alhambra, 14th-century fortress-palace in Granada, as one
of its rarest national treasures.
Yet England's Duke of Wellington once declined the Alhambra
as a gilt, considering it impractteal, the National Geographic
Magazine says.

Farmers taking part In the 1938
Acreage Reserve Program agree
to comply with all acreage allotment provisions, Roy Bard, Chairman of the Fulton County Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee, said today.
This means that a termer who
has put wheat acreage in the 1958
Wheat Acreage Reserve not only
agrees to reduce his wheat acreage below his allotment, bus he
also agrees to comply with his
farm's allotments for any other
erope, such as corn or cotton or
tobacco.
If a farmer wished to take part
In the Acreage Reserve program
for other crops but not for wheat,
he would be permitted to harvest up to 15 acres of wheat (even
though his wheat allotment was

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED
USED CARS

KING MOTOlt COMPANY
For a demonstration
_

call Molly

Office, -115 Carr

of the new 1957 PONTIAC
King at 1267 or 89.
Used Cars, 101 W. State Line

Selling Bourbon', in

HEG.VEN HILL DISTILLERIES INC
C

'ON (CCNYv

SPEND A WONDERFUL
WEEKEND IN

Dear Miss Latane,
I had a job and she laid me
off. Will she ever call me to
come back to work and will she
keep the work going very long?
Does she have much money? I
have lost some papers, what have
I done with them? Is my life
short or will I live to be very
old? How long will my husband
live? Will he ever see two of his
grandsons? Be sure and answer
this as soon as you can.
L. E.
Dear L. E.
'Yes, you will be called back
to work. Yes, you will work for
some time. Yes, she has money
The papers are in an old pocket
book. You have a long life ahead of you. Your husband will
live for some time yet. Yes, he
will live to see the two grandsons.

expecting.
We have nameplate stocks W

Phone 202

Farm News, Meetings, Events
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it's been a long time since you treated
the family to a "weekend ef his.", new's the
time, and Louisville's the plaosti

If

Scores of outstanding events are
scheduled for the Fail and. Wintsr—toPnotch sports events ...Broadway Om .•
concerts and shows ... movies, including the
World Premier of "Raintree County"!
The list at the right has something to interest everyone
In the family. Make sure that every hour is perfect —
stay at one of Louisville's finest hotels—either the
magnificent Brown or the traditional Kentucky! Write or
telephone now for reservations!

THE BROWN HOTEL
& BroadwyFuth

THE KENTUCKY HOTEL
Fifth & Walnut Sta.

ed. Is —Pro-Raskttball. St. Louis
vs. Detroit. Fairgrounds Coliseum,8:30 p.m.
Oct. 19—Football, U. of L. vs. Dayton. Fairgrounds Stadium.
3 p.m.
Oct. 19—Alfred Defier Trio. U.of L.
Playhouse,8:30 p m.
Oct. 24-26—New York.Theatre."No
Time for Sergeants". Memorial Auditorium, 8:30 p.m.
Oct. 246 — Football, U. of L vs. Central Michigan, Fairgrounds
Stadium,8 p.m.
Oct. 26 — Ice Hockey, Louisville vs.
Indianapolis. Fairgrounds
Coliseum,8:30 p.m.
Nov. 1 — Kentucky Opera Assn.,
Verdi's"La Traviata",in English, professional cast. Columbia Auditorium,8:30 p.m.
Nev. 1— Ice Hockey, Louisville vs.
Toledo. Fairgrounds Coliseum, 8:30 p.m.
Nov. 2—Football, U. of L. vs. Morehead. Fairgrounds Stadium,
8 p.m.
Nev. 3—Ice Hockey, Lou twine vs.
Cincinnati. Fairgrounds Coliseum,8:30 p.m.
Oct. end Nev. —"Raintree County"
filmed in Danville, Ky. Brown
Theater, reserved seats; every
evening, and matinees Wed.,
Sat., Sun.
Oct. end Nov.— Roller Skating Shows.
Armory, evenings Thursday
thru Sunday.

HOSPITAL NEWS

Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models. $139.95
chine and electric floor polishand up. Sales and service.
er and electric vacuum cleanBennett Electric, Phone 201.
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35. Church Street
WORK shoes $3.91 up. All
lengths, widths. Forrester's
Granite
Shoe Shop.

MONUMENTS
A numument can forever
express your devotion.
We offer a wide selection
of designs to meet every
preference.

LEE GILBERT
WATER VALLEY, KY.
Highway 45

Phone 22M

FOR RENT: Three-room apartment, specious; complete privacy; near schools. Suitable for
small family. Call Nelson Tripp
at 1752, evenings.
You're always welcome
at

K. P. DALTON'S
LIQUOR STORE

Fulton
WELLS DRILLED tor inoustry Mayfield Hiway
and homes. Modern equipment, experienced workmen.
Cold Wines, cold beer
Write ot cell Watson Co..
All popular brands od
Phone lel, Fulton, Ky.
whiskies, gins, eta.
FREE PARKING

CASHION'S
Specialized Service
CALL 559
-All Mowers Sharpened
-Rotary Blades Safety
Sharpened and Balanced
-All rngines Repaired
,-Authorized Clinton Service
--(Minton Engines and Parts
-Factory Trained Mechanics
-Prompt Efficient Service
-All Work Guaranteed
-Also Electric Motors
-Wiring, Refrigeration,
Appliance, Repair.
-Free Engine Examieation
FARM LOANS: Long term,
low interest rates on real
estate. Charles Cannon Phone
61, Fulton.
SALE: Used oil heaters $14.95
and up. Exchange Furniture
Cothpany, Church Street, Fulton

SAFETY-TOE shoes are always
available at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.

FOR RENT: Four roomq141
.
0ment, all private, gas heat, wired for electric stove or gas.
Located 401 Fourth St., Phone
1722 Fulton, Mrs. Grace Griffin.

BE

IN TOWN!
Lake Street Liquor Store

WARD'S

Across from

MUSIC SHOP

Coca-Cola Plant

Plenty Free Parking!

RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fl
Phone 1556

World's Finest Quality
Zenith T V

Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders-Rnecial orders

Repair Service

RUPTURE

RQPER'S TV SERVICE
Main St.

Phone 307

Authorized Zenith Dealer

EXPERT COKING TO MAYFIELD & UNION CITY AGAIN
GEO. I. BOWE
Well-known expert, of Indianapolis will personally demonstrate
his method without charge at the
Davy Crockett Hotel, Union City,
Tuesday, Oct. 15th from 1 p. in.
to 6 p. in. and at the Hall Hotel
Mayfield, Thursday, Oct. 17th
from 2 p. m. to 6 p. in Evening
by appointment. Ask for Mr.
Howe at desk.
Mr. Howe say, the Howe method
oontrac ta the openings in remarkably short time on the average

BARGAINS - Breakfast Table
and Chairs $12.50 to $24.95
9x12 rugs low as $4.95. Used FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS:
Motors $5.00. Living room
To provide working capital,
Suits $12.50 and up. End tables
low
interest,
long
term.
$1.50 to $2.00 at Wade's Used
Charlie Stephenson, Phone
Furniture Store. 112 main St.
61, Fulton.
Phone 478.
"I-H" Permanet premium antifreeze: quart 64e; tingle gallon case regardless of the life or lo$2.44; case lots (6 gallon) per cation of the rupture and no matgallon $2.17. Paul Nailling Im- ter how much you lift or strain
book
to
work
the
and
puts
you
plement Corn pany, Fulton.
same day as efficient as before You

MONUMENTS
Granite and Marble
Any size or shape

Open 6 days each week.
Shipped from one of the
largest Monument works
in the U. S.

Union City Marble
and Granite Works
Court Square
Phone: Office 269;
Home 1946

KING-V-HEAT 60- lb coal heaters $51110. Liberal trade-in. Ex- BUY W. L. Douglas shoes in
change Furniture Company,
Fulton at Forrester's Shoe
Church Street, Fulton.
Shop.
HOME FURNISHINGS - Coal
Heaters $14.95. Gas Heaters
$12.50 to $17.50. Good, Westinghouse Refrigerator $49.95 at
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Trade with Wade and Save.
112 Main St. Phone 478.

COLDEST

FARM LOANS
Long Terms-Lazy Pareenate

ATKINS. HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

were

NOW is the tune to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 874.
5003 ELECTRIC wheel trailers
(less tires) and 650 electric
wheel trailers (less tires) at
1956 prices. Paul Nailling Implement Company, Fulton.

ruptured.

The
How*
Rupture
Shield
bait
no leg strap; waterproof, sanitary.
practically
indestructible
and
can
while bathing. ERG+ Shield
be
is skillfully
molded
and
fitted
to
the parts under heat
which
a perfect fit and satisfaction.
Large and difficult ruptures following
operations
especially
solicited.
De not overtook this opportunity
if
want
(yettrying
results.
Mailing
address:
Howe
Rupture
Met.. Washington at
Oakland
City, Indiana.

worn

gives

you

Lincoln.

CITY MANAGERWE HAVE
RCA WHIRLPOOL
COMBINATION WASHER
AND DRYER
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
AIR CONDITIONERS

TRADE• NOW

H&M
TEI.EVISION
400 Milan street

Pulton

COST OP things going up faster
than your income? You can
make more lull or part time
as a Raleigh Dealer in Fulton.
See or write Grace Walker,
601 West State Line, or write
Raleigh's Dept. Ky. J-1071-RR,
Freeport, Illinois.

Continued from Pepe Oat
with him rests the responsibility
of operating the city on a business-like and progressive basis.
Within recent years the City
Manager form of government has
been looked upon with favor by
industrialists
seeking
factory
sites. An official of the Kentucky
Municipal League told the News
that in rating a community on the
point system, a city with a City
Manager form of government invariably rates higher than those
communities without it.
A prominent businessman said
today: "I'm whole-heartedly in
favor of the City Manager form
of government for Fulton. The
City of Fulton is a big business
and constiquently must have full
time officials in charge of its
affairs." This sentiment was
echoed many times by business
people interviewed regarding the
issue.
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SETUP FIRST FAIR
the accident called an ambulance
Agricultural
The Kentucky
The following were patients in and the highway parr.... Trooper Society was organized March 7,
the local Hospitals WednesdaY Tom Kilpatrick of Union City in- 1856 to stage the first annual
Morning.
vestigated.
State Fair.
HILL VIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Effie Sutherland, Lynnville; Buddy SherOlt-Dukedoin;
Mrs. A. C. Bell, Dukedom; Mrs.
Ishan Mathis, Martin; Charles
Jobe, Water Valley; Mrs. S. D.
Grissom, Martin; Mrs. Mercer T.
Boone, Bradfoni. Tenn.; Mrs.
Russell Cruce and baby, Union
City; Mrs. Hubert Lowe, Mrs. G.
G. Henderson, Raymond Fortner,
Danny Emerson, Mrs. Floudie
Wheeler, Mrs. K W. Crider, Billy
Nelms, Milton
Counce, M r s.
Thomas Russell and baby, Mrs
RECORD CHANGER
Leo Reed. Mrs. Billy Sisson,
James Adams and Neil Clinard
all of Fulton.
ruLTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Vera Buchears, Water
Valley; George Golden, Clinton:
Scott Demyer, Hickman; Mrs
John West, Columbus; Mrs E.
M. Griffin, Dukedom John Coleman, ((bi) Chicago; Lillie Coleman, (Col)
Chicago;
Robert
Moore, Cairo; Luther Pickens.
Wbago; Mrs. Sally West, Clinton;
Dalton
Via, Clinton. Stanley
Jones, Sam Meta, Mrs. Mike Pry,
Mrs. Clarence Weatherspoon, Mrs
gives you more music from ail your records
E. Mount, B. B. Stephenson.
Kra Bob White. Calvin Stover.
Paul Cathey, Mrs. Carrot lohnson, L. G. Davis (Col). Sammy
Morris (Col), Ellis Ruddle, C W.
Burrow, Mrs. Jack Speight. Mrs
Ben Jenkins, Mrs. R. V Putnam
Sr, Mrs. Rndora Parrott, Leslie
Cheatam and Mrs. Fred Farmer
all of Fulton.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Bill Brown. Dukedom;
Mrs. Joe 'Thomas Harris, Martin:
D. I. )Layhall, Kenton: 8. L.
Craver, Charlie McCollum, Mrs.
W. R. Dave, Mrs. Ellx•rt Casey.
Mrs. George Wright, Bruce Henderson, Mrs Robert Cullum. Hrs.
Ada Finch. Mrs. Ted Gardner
and Mrs. Don Nelson slut baby
all of Fulton.

Avre sew,/
COBRA-MATIC

ON NEW-1958

ON/TAN

HIGH FIDELITY

MRS.BONNIE REED-

The elezert Model HP 20R-H1gh Fidelity Console.
Fins quality wood cabinet in grained
Mahogany color

$219.95

(Continued from Page One)
emergency treatment at the Obion
County General hospital, was
transferred to Memphis by WhiteRanson ambulance.
Mr. Reed said today that Dr.
Richard L DeSaussure of Memphis, Mrs. Reed's attending physician. said that "she will be all
right." Mrs. Reed underwent
brain surgery Monday night
The accident occurred near the
011ie D. Ross residence, the
motorcycle leaving the highway,
jumping a ditch, and hitting a
fence. Three posts and three
panels of fencing were town down
by the motorcycle, before it hit
the embankment. Mr. and Mrs.
Reed were tossed a distance of
50 feet from the point of impact.
Mr. Ross, who observed the accident from his house, said he
called a Troy physician who gave
aid. A motorist who stopped at

-InsuranceHAVE YOU shopped at our
large display room for your
List your
plumbing needs? See our huge
Farm and town Property
stocks of kitchen and bathwith the
room fixtures; newest styles,
colors; prices to fit your poc- FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
I am now
ketbook. Open anytime, day
want
when
you
See them
representing the
or night at 909 Areh Street.
"We carry parts and materito BUY OR SELL.
k....-.a ,
REPRESENTS FIRM
als." Campbell's Plumbing
Greenfield Moniunent
Tom Hales, Fulton, announced
Shop. Telephone 1037R.
ini MAO.
Phone II
A08 Main St
this week that he is now repreWorks
EXPERIENCED seamstress will
AUTJAA11C
senting the Greenfield Monube at the Fulton Fabric Shop PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
and will apreciate the
ment Works.
. NASiltR -I'
Mondays and Fridays from 1:00
expert rebuilding, reconditionopportunity to show you
1
to 3:00 p. m. Will take sewing
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
our beautiful line of
,
.
me,.' Pempsi
or do fittings. Mrs. Jack MadCompany, Union City, Tenn.
memorials
Illsurim ass,
"Always At Your Service"
dox; phone 539-W.
HI-TI headquarters: Records, re,cew down yiyeeetit
cord players, Hi-Fl latest hit
TOM HALES
and Easy Terme.
COOK'S
LIQUOR
tunes, LP and EP albums.
124
Phone
Fulton
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Wade TV, 206 Main Street,
STORE
Pease
117 Kali
Fulton.
FOR THE BEST Deal tin Office 201 Commercial Ave. Felten
FOR SALE: Dixie electric range,
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
Newly Decorated
Cold Wines, cold beer
full size, almost new. $115.00
See James 0. Butts at The
at Exchange Furniture ComCo.,
Caldwell
Harvey
All popular brands of
Independent Hotel
pany.
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
whiskies, gins, etc.
Phone 674. We trade for your
WE'VE MOVED: Now located in
old equipment.
larger quarters for your con-

MATCHED COMPONINT•...
SALANCIOD TO ZENITH 1•8141PICTION
New 4-Spoosid Crolons-411•04• Masai
Clamper Automatically plays 15%.
3314, 43, 71 rpm. Plays twelve 10%
ten 12',(coartem 7' records automatically. With automatic abut offsalmastis maw speed record istannia,
Ilfeeli•Isaisas Foatilmosilehil Colors•Tomo
Amo-scammilically olosamed to
larval assidle to -float" is grooves.
iota ollamsood. 2 nil wanglactunsd
sapphire tips,
14los Lateral Compllasom ...only
assdlie novas ban sada to side in
grooves for more feished sad
roprodoctiow

ousel
,

4°10

III

Rooms $5.00
Per Week

OPENING FOR
Representative
In Fulton County
We have an opening for one
representative in Fulton County who has had experience in
selling. Insurance experience is
not necessary; but helpful.
Leads are furnished from
mailing, radio and TV advertising. Liberal first commission and renewals.
Our line features the latest
in disability, hospitalization
and life contracts.
A late-model car and at
least a high school education
are required.
This is a special opportunity for the right man. All
replies held confidential, of
course.

National Travelers
Insurance Agency
Write

Box fre. Paducah, Ky.
Telephone

28616

WALL-TO-WAIL

FULTON HARDWARE
and Furniture Company
208 Lake Street
Phone 1

MAGNIFICENCE IN HIGH FIDELITY

Roper Television Service
306 MAIN ST.

PHONE 307

FOR SALE: McCormick-Deering
binder. Call 345 or see at
Webb's Machine Shop.

FOR SALE

SPITFIRE

Small new home on Walnut Street, 2 Bedrooms, bath,
garage. Two blocks from
town. Ideal home for widow
or elderly couple.

ONLY
Ar $12.95
Exchange

On Arch Street nice small
home. Convenient to TerryNorman School. $4,250.00.

Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 8 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage Is effective immediately.
CALL 6/) - 160
Wick Smith Agency

On Norman Street. Can be
used as two-apartments or 7room home. Needs decorating.
To settle an estate. $4,000.00.
We need listings. We have
buyers and if you want action call

Wick Smith Agency
Fulton, Kentucky
Night 160
Phone 62
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M MONTH INIARANTIO

STANDARD

ONNOT.: $19.95
lfl
Exchange
36 MONTH GUARANTEE

GLASSTEX

$26.55
ONLY
NOW
Exchange
48 MONTH GUARANTII

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
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courts

SEE-HEAR...A NEW

OR ROOM SIZE
Call us to estimate your job!
We also install linoleum, asphalt tile, rubber tile and plastic
We.

Ti

4-less Oalsaromr Illposkers. Mrs
11° modem 3 electrostatic tweeters
with resperee 40 to 11,000 CPS.

venience, just 3 doors east at SPECIAL - Good gas Range
212 Main Street, in the former
$37.50. Norge wringer Type
Huddleston Building. ForrestWasher $34.95. Maytag automaer's Shoe Shop, where you will
tic Washer $54.95. Extra chairs
find all kinds of dress and
to living room suits $5.50 at '
work shoes for men.
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Trade with Wade and Save.
112 Main St. Phone 478.

MOHAWK CARPET

ed (14
State

Duel Needle Cartrldroo... bars over
Mortridif• to chains bass 1 to 3 mg
stylus. Barium titasatio cartridge hes
wbiwas distortiow.

•

Earle Hotel

MI
for N

Combination aluminum
Storm Doors and Windows

Free Estimates
BUILDERS SUPPLY.

Chas. Scates Stores
MARTIN-Phone 404

FULTON-Phone 389

Incorporated
Walnut Street

Fulton

Phone 96

B.F.Goodrich Tires
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